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ABSTRACT
Computational electromagnetic (CEM) methods and other numerical tools are a vital
component of the design process used for many important applic tions, such as the devel-
opment of antennas with the performance needed to meet requirements for modern wireless
communications or the design of enclosures to harden electroni devices against electro-
magnetic interference (EMI). With CEM methods an engineer isprovided the means to
accurately simulate and study the EM behavior of a system or structure before construct-
ing a physical prototype. Through repeated numerical simulations, the parameters of a
structure can be adjusted and optimized to meet performancegoals.
The rapid increase of affordable computing resources combined with the continued
development and refinement of CEM methods has yielded a wide range of accurate and
well-verified EM modeling tools; however, improvements arerequired to keep pace with
the current and future requirements of EM systems. One such need is the development
of robust, computationally-efficient methods which provide one the means to understand
complex resonant systems through the by analyzing EM responses. The characteristics of
resonant systems often make the determination of a widebandresponse with CEM methods
computationally very intensive. Also, a numerical solution may not directly provide one
with the physical insight needed to identify the characteris ics of a complex system that
influence its EM behavior. With a clear understanding ofwhya system behaves as it does,
one can make better-informed choices onhow to modify and design structures which have
the desired properties. Even with the widespread use of optimization techniques, such as
the genetic algorithm, to automate the search for an optimalcombination of parameters,
physical insight provides a valuable perspective. It can provide guidance in the design
process and also allows one to better understand why a designworks, which can lead to
additional ideas to pursue.
Procedures to efficiently and reliably extrapolate a wideband EM response of a reso-
nant structure in the time- and frequency-domain are present d. Values of the response at
discrete points in early time, low frequency, and space are det rmined with CEM methods,
and the data are extrapolated to determine a representationof he complete response in time
and frequency as a sum of weighted polynomials and pole terms. The representation is ac-
curate and compact, and it is shown to provide valuable physical insight in the resonant
behavior of the structure.
By fitting early-time and low-frequency numerical data a response can be simultane-
ously extrapolated in time and frequency. In 1999, Rao and Sarkar presented a technique
to represent a response as a sum of weighted orthogonal polynomials; however, applying
this technique to extrapolate a response of a resonant structure, which typically decays
slowly in the time domain and is highly peaked in frequency domain, is computationally
inefficient and often numerically unstable. Additionally,the accuracy of the extrapolation
depends critically on the proper selection of several parameters. Selecting these parameters
is very difficult in practice. In Chapter 1, a procedure is presented to address these limi-
tations. Pole terms are incorporated into the representatio of the response and are shown
to accurately and efficiently model the effects of resonances. An optimization routine is
developed that automates the selection of all the necessaryparameters and provides confi-
dence in the accuracy of the result. The advantages of the newprocedure are demonstrated
by extrapolating the wideband driving-point current of several antennas.
In Chapter 2, further improvements to the procedure in Chapter1 are described, and
three pole-estimation techniques are presented. It is shown that a response can be accu-
rately extrapolated with poles estimated from either early-time data or low-frequency data.
By comparing the two approaches, a time or frequency bias is discovered when estimating
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poles from early-time or low-frequency data, respectively. A procedure to combine the sets
of poles determined from early time and low frequency into a single set is also presented
and shown to reduce the amount of CEM data needed to successfully app y the extrapola-
tion procedure. The relative performance of the three pole-estimation methods is studied,
and the combined method is used to extrapolate the responsesf a multi-band antenna and
a cavity structure of interest to EMI applications.
While responses at a single spatial location are of great practical importance, many
applications require the determination of spatial responses. In Chapter 3, a reliable and
computationally-efficient procedure to extrapolate a respon e defined in a general spatial
region is developed by extending the procedure of Chapter 2, which is applicable to point
responses. The spatial variation of the response can be accurately modeled with spatially-
dependent polynomial coefficients and pole residues, and itis shown that a single set of
poles, common to each discrete spatial location, is sufficient to describe the resonant be-
havior over the entire spatial region. In the representation of the response poles are either
physical poles, which correspond to structural resonances, or fitting poles, which are not
associated with resonances but can improve accuracy of the repr sentation. Identifying the
physical poles of a response is valuable but often difficult;however, a new procedure to
automate this process is developed. The physical poles of a dipole are compared to com-
plex natural resonances determined with the singularity expansion method (SEM), and the
physical poles of a patch antenna are compared to the modes ofa cavity model. The spatial
variation of the residues of physical pole terms, referred to as modal residues, is found to
provide valuable physical insight into the resonant behavior of a structure.
In Chapter 4, the use of modal residues for the analysis of antennas is explored. Modal
residues, determined with the procedure of Chapter 3, are seen to be similar to the natural
modes found with SEM. While applicable to many different types of resonant systems, the
iv
modal residues of patch antennas are determined to demonstrate the value of the approach.
The extrapolation procedure is applied to data corresponding to the electric field between
the patch and ground plane for several antennas. It is found that the spatial distribution of
the modal residues illustrate the influential parameters ofeach resonance and can be used
to identify the resonances that will be excited for a given probe location. Additionally, the
spatial variation of modal residues is seen to be similar to the input resistance at resonant
frequencies as a function of the probe location. Rectangularand non-rectangular patch
shapes are considered to illustrate the generality of the appro ch.
v
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CHAPTER 1
EXTRAPOLATION OF TIME AND FREQUENCY RESPONSES OF RESONANT
ANTENNAS USING DAMPED SINUSOIDS AND ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
Abstract
A procedure is presented to extrapolate an electromagneticresponse of a resonant struc-
ture by fitting early-time and low-frequency numerical data1. It has been shown that a wide-
band response can be extrapolated by fitting early-time and low-frequency data with a sum
of orthogonal polynomials; however, extrapolating responses of resonant structures with
this approach proves computationally inefficient and can led to numerical instabilities. In
this work, damped sinusoids are used in conjunction with polynomials to efficiently, accu-
rately, and reliably extrapolate responses of resonant antennas. An automated procedure
is described to select the necessary extrapolation parameters, and the wideband driving-
point current of several resonant antennas is accurately extrapolated. The transmission-line
matrix method and the method of moments are used to determineearly-time and low-
frequency data, respectively. Numerical data determined from fundamentally different
spatial discretizations of the structure are successfullyextrapolated, illustrating the inde-
pendence of the procedure and the choice of computational methods used to provide the
directly-computed data.
1The extrapolation procedure in this chapter is presented in[1] and the Master’s thesis of the author. It is
described again here to provide background for Chapters 2-4, which also focus on extrapolation procedures
and extend the work of [1]. An appendix describing properties of associate Hermite functions is also included.
1.1 Introduction
To determine a wideband electromagnetic (EM) response of anantenna or structure,
such as the driving-point current or an EM field value, one typically solves Maxwell’s
equations numericallu in either the time or frequency domain with a computational electro-
magnetic (CEM) method. If the structure has strong, or high-Q, resonances in the frequency
range of interest, the numerical solution in both time and frequency domains is often com-
putationally difficult. A time-domain CEM method can be used to determine a wideband
response by exciting a structure with a narrow pulse, time-stepping until the transient re-
sponse decays to zero, and applying a Fourier transform to the resulting response. Energy
dissipation can be exceedingly slow for resonant structures, and consequently obtaining
the complete time response can require thousands of time steps and significant computa-
tion times, especially for complex structures. Additionally, numerical dispersion can limit
the accuracy of late time computations. Frequency-domain methods, on the other hand, re-
quire a separate evaluation at each frequency, which for wideband characterization can be
difficult. Maintaining accuracy at higher frequencies generally requires increased spatial
discretization, which leads to larger system matrices and greater computational expense.
Additionally, sharp spikes near resonances necessitate fine sampling over the frequency
range of interest.
In [2, 3, 4], it is shown that a response due to a wideband excitation can be simultane-
ously extrapolated in time and frequency by fitting early-time and low-frequency data. The
response is approximated as a weighted sum ofN rthogonal polynomials. This represen-
tation provides aclosed-form approximationthat can be evaluated at time and/or frequency
points of interest, including late-time and high-frequency ranges where the respective re-
sponses are unknown (not determined with CEM methods). However, representing re-
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sponses of resonant structures with polynomials alone, which typically decay slowly in the
time-domain and are highly-peaked in the frequency domain,is computationally inefficient
and often numerically difficult.
The extrapolation procedure in [2, 3, 4] is extended in this work by usingM damped
sinusoids in addition toN orthogonal polynomials to represent a response. Damped sinu-
soids provide the support to efficiently and accurately represent resonant behavior. Thus,
fewer functions are needed to represent the response, computation time is decreased, and
the accuracy of the extrapolation is improved [1, 5, 6, 7, 8].IncludingM damped sinusoids
allows multiple resonances to be represented. Consequently, wideband responses from
multi-resonant structures, such as multi-band or cavity-type antennas can be extrapolated.
The matrix pencil method (MPM) [9] is used to determine damped-sinusoid parameters by
processing numerical values of the early-time response. Several other signal processing
techniques, such as Prony’s method [10], MUSIC [11], ARMA [12], and ESPRIT [13]
have also been used to extract similar parameters from discrete time-domain data.
The stability and accuracy of the extrapolation procedure depends critically on the non-
trivial selection of several parameters which define the polyn mials and damped sinusoids.
In this work, parameters are selected using a genetic algorithm (GA). This GA-based pro-
cedure automates the extrapolation of a response and provides confidence that an accurate
result has been obtained.
The wideband driving-point current of several resonant anten as is extrapolated by
representing the response as sums of damped sinusoids and poly omials. The perfor-
mance is compared to extrapolation with only polynomials. The transmission-line matrix
(TLM) method [14] is applied to determine the desired time-domain response, whereas the
frequency-domain response is determined using the method of moments (MoM) to solve
the electrical field integral equation (EFIE) [15]. These directly-computed responses pro-
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vide early-time and low-frequency data, respectively, andre also used to assess the accu-
racy of the extrapolation. The two CEM methods selected employ fundamentally different
discretizations of the structure of interest; however, theresponse can still be accurately ex-
trapolated. In [2]-[4], the EFIE is solved in the time and frequ ncy domain using an iden-
tical triangular surface patch discretization for both models. In this work, different spatial
discretizations are used which illustrates the independence of the extrapolation procedure
and the CEM methods used to generate the early-time and low-frequency data.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.2, an overview of extrapolation using
orthogonal polynomials is presented. The incorporation ofdamped sinusoids is presented
in Section 1.3. In Section 1.4, the use of a GA to select the necssary extrapolation param-
eters is described. Section 1.5 presents several numericalxamples, and conclusions are
discussed in Section 1.6. Properties of the Associate Hermit functions used to represent a
response are presented in Appendix A.
1.2 Overview of Polynomial Extrapolation
The fundamental basis of the orthogonal polynomial extrapolation procedure in [2]-[4]
is that the early-time and low-frequency portions of a wideband response contain mutually
complementary information that can be used to generate the remaining late-time and high-
frequency information. Early-time data contain high-frequ ncy information whereas low-
frequency data contain late-time information. Consequently, early-time and low-frequency
data can be used to fit the response with a sum of weighted orthogonal polynomials which
accurately represents the remaining late-time and high-frequency behavior. No new in-
formation is created, but rather numerical values of the respon e are processed to yield a
representation of the complete response. Computationally,this approach is beneficial be-
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cause low-frequency and early-time data are relatively easto obtain by applying CEM
methods. Early-time data points are determined first in time-stepping formulations and
low-frequency evaluations are generally less demanding because the required level of spa-
tial discretization increases with frequency.
Let x(t) andX(f) denote the time and frequency representations, respectively, of a
response due to a wideband excitation. The response can be any electromagnetic quantity
defined in both domains, such as the driving-point current ofan antenna or the electric
field at a point in space. A time-domain CEM method is used to determine an early-time
portion ofx(t) whereas a frequency-domain method determines a low-frequency portion
X(f). Discretized versions of the structure of interest are developed and the response
is determined at discrete time and frequency points. Each model is determined by the
underlying numerical formulation utilized and may differ depending on the specific CEM
method.
The discrete time-domain responsex containsP data points sampled at∆t intervals and
is partitioned into early-time and late-time dataxET andxLT. The spatial discretization of
the time-domain model typically dictates the value of∆t. The discrete frequency-domain
responseX containsQ data points sampled at∆f intervals and is partitioned into low-
frequency and high-frequency dataXLF andXHF. The complete responses can be written
asx = [xET; xLT] andX = [XLF; XHF]. A time-domain CEM method is used to compute
xET which contains the firstp time samples ofx. A frequency-domain CEM method is used
to computeXLF which contains the firstq frequency points ofX.
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The data vectors can be explicitly written as
xET = [x (t1) , x (t2) , . . . , x (tp)]
T
xLT = [x (tp+1) , x (tp+2) , . . . , x (tP )]
T
XLF = [X (f1) , X (f2) , . . . , X (fq)]
T
XHF = [X (fq+1) , X (fq+2) , . . . , X (fQ)]
T (1.1)
wheretj = (j − 1) ∆t andfj = (j − 1) ∆f . The goal of the extrapolation is to use early-
time and low-frequency dataxET andXLF to determine representations of the complete
response which accurately represent late-time and high-frequency dataxLT andXHF.
Let the functionŝx(t) and X̂(f) denote the extrapolated representations ofx(t) and
X(f), respectively. To determinêx(t) andX̂(f), bothx(t) andX(f) are fitted by a sum
of N orthogonal polynomials as











The functionsφn (t/ℓ1) and Φn (f/ℓ2) in (1.2) representnth-order polynomials [4]
which are related by the Fourier transform and scaled by factors ℓ1 and ℓ2, whereℓ1 =
1/ (2πℓ2). Appendix A presents a justification for (1.2) and describesth important param-
eters. As indicated in (1.2), a single set ofN weighting coefficientsaN is used for both
time and frequency representations. These coefficients canbe determined by solving a sys-
tem of linear equations which fits the representation in (1.2) with values of the response
determined at each early-time and low-frequency point inxET andXLF, respectively [2].
6


















































































































































































































































where Re{·} and Im{·} denote the real and imaginary parts of the complex argument,
respectively. The matrix equation of (1.3) can also be expressed asBaN = c whereB, aN ,
andc have dimensions(p+2q)×N , N×1, and(p+2q)×1, respectively. TheN polynomials
in (1.2) are evaluated to fillB, data computed with CEM methods are used to fillc, andaN
contains theN unknown polynomial coefficients. In practical cases(p+2q) > N and (1.3)
is an overdetermined system. A least-squares solution foraN can be found using a variety
of methods [16]. Singular value decomposition (SVD) is usedin [2]-[4]. After determining
aN the representations of the responses are found by evaluating (1.2). If the extrapolation
is successful,̂x(t) andX̂(f) closely approximatex(t) andX(f), including in the late-time
and high-frequency ranges [2]-[4].
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1.3 Incorporation of Damped Sinusoids
Accurately representing responses of resonant antennas, which characteristically decay
slowly in the time-domain and are highly-peaked in the frequency-domain, can potentially
require hundreds or thousands of orthogonal polynomials. The total number of polyno-
mials N dictates the number of equations in (1.3), so computationally it is desirable to
minimizeN , while maintaining accuracy. Furthermore, rapid oscillations in higher-order
polynomials can lead to computation errors and numerical instabilities [2, 3, 17, 18]. For
these reasons, damped sinusoids are incorporated into (1.2) to accurately and efficiently
represent responses of resonant structures.
The responsesx(t) and X(f) can each be viewed as a superposition of two partial
responses with distinct characteristics:
x(t) = xT (t) + xR(t)
X(f) = XT (f) + XR(f).
(1.4)
In (1.4), xR(t) andXR(f) denote functions containing the resonant behavior ofx(t)
andX(f). Oscillation and exponential decay characterizexR(t), whereas spikes around
resonant frequencies dominate the behavior ofXR(f). The time and frequency forms of
damped sinusoids exhibit this behavior and thus can efficiently representxR(t) andXR(f).
The remaining transient behavior ofx(t) andX(f) is contained inxT (t) andXT (f). These
functions decay rapidly in the time domain and are relatively smooth in the frequency
domain. Accordingly,xT (t) andXT (f) are fitted by polynomials whose support can effi-
ciently represent this behavior. By using two types of functions with distinct characteristics
well suited to fit a specific behavior, the accuracy of the extrapolation is improved, and the
computation time is decreased because fewer terms are needed.
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The responsesx(t) andX(f) are approximated bŷx(t) andX̂(f) which are sums of
N orthogonal polynomials andM damped sinusoid terms:



















In (1.5), the functionsgm(t) andGm(f) represent the time and frequency forms of the
mth damped sinusoids are related by the Fourier transform. Ingeneral, each pair is defined
by amplitude constants, a resonant frequency, and an exponential decay or damping factor.
The explicit forms of these functions are presented in Section 1.4,B. The addition of a sin-
gle damped sinusoid withN polynomials can yield significant computational advantages
when used to extrapolate a response dominated by one strong resonance [8]. The repre-
sentation in (1.5), however, includesM damped sinusoids which allows for the efficient
representation of multiple resonances.
In (1.5), aN can be determined by isolating the portion of the response which is rep-
resented by the sum of polynomials. TheM damped sinusoids are subtracted in (1.5) to





















In (1.6), the terms containing the effects of resonances aresubtracted fromx (t) and
X (f) and the resulting responses in the time- and frequency-domain are approximated as
9
a sum ofN polynomials. Removing the resonant behavior allows the remaining response
to be represented by polynomials alone. Observing the similarity between (1.6) and (1.2)





























































































































The expression forc in (1.7) incorporates the subtraction of the damped sinusoids in
(1.6). With this approach a least-squares solution foraN can be determined and used in
(1.5) to construct̂x(t) andX̂(f) which, if the extrapolation is successful, accurately rep-
resentx(t) andX(f). Constants characterizing each damped sinusoid must be determined
prior to solving foraN because these functions are needed to fillc in (1.7). For an ac-
curate extrapolation the damped sinusoids must precisely represent the resonances of the
response.
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1.4 GA-Based Selection of Extrapolation Parameters
To reliably extrapolate a wideband response the proper selection of several parameters
is critical. Polynomial parameters must be carefully chosen to yield accurate and stable
results. If the representation also contains damped sinusoids, then constants defining each
term must be determined. In this work GA optimization is usedto automate the selection
process. The Powell method has also been applied to the nonlinear problem of selecting
polynomial parameters [19].
The objective is to determine a set of parameters which minimize the difference be-
tween the extrapolated responsesx̂(t) andX̂(f), and the true responsesx(t) andX(f).



























2. The leading1/2 is
included to average differences in the time and frequency domains. ComputingE in (1.8)
requires complete knowledge ofx andX; however, in practice onlyxET andXLF are avail-
able becausexLT andXHF must be extrapolated. Therefore, an estimate ofE using only
xET andXLF is desired.
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In (1.9), FFT and IFFT denote the fast Fourier transform and its inverse, respec-
tively. At early-time and low-frequency points, agreementis calculated by computing the
norm of the difference between the extrapolated and directly-computed CEM data. These
comparisons correspond to the first expressions in the numerator of both terms in (1.9).
In late-time and high-frequency ranges CEM data are not available to compare with, and
therefore theFFT andIFFT are utilized to estimate agreement in these ranges. The late-
time portion of the extrapolated time datax̂LT is compared to the late-time portion of the
IFFT of the complete extrapolated frequency responseX̂. Similarly, the high-frequency
portion of the extrapolated frequency dataX̂HF is compared to the high-frequency portion
of theFFT of the complete extrapolated time responsex̂. The norms of the known data
xET andXLF are used to normalize the terms in̂E. To reliably extrapolate a response a
GA is used to minimizêE in (1.9) as a function of the necessary extrapolation parameters.
SectionsA andB explicitly describe the parameters which must be selected.
Optimization times can be decreased by reducing the computations required to solve the
system of equations in (1.3) to determineaN . In addition to SVD, several other techniques
[16] can be used to determine the least-squares solution of (1.3). One computationally
efficient approach is the pseudo-inverse ofB. With this approach the polynomial coeffi-
cients are computed asN = (B∗B)−1B∗c, whereB∗ denotes the conjugate transpose ofB
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and(B∗B)−1 denotes the inverse of the square matrixB∗B. For the responses considered
here, using either SVD or the pseudo-inverse to solve (1.3) did not affect the extrapolation
accuracy obtained; however, the pseudo-inverse solution is significantly faster. Optimiza-
tion times can be further reduced by checking the condition number of the square matrix
before computing the pseudo-inverse. If the condition number is large for a given set of
parameters, then the pseudo-inverse solution will likely binaccurate and the extrapolation
numerically unstable. Therefore, no further calculationsare needed, and the GA fitness
value can be automatically penalized. For a parameter set with a large condition num-
ber, the quantitieŝx, X̂, andÊ need not be determined, and thus the computation time is
reduced. The additional burden of checking the condition number is offset by the time
savings it produces. The pseudo-inverse and condition number check are utilized for the
examples in Section 1.5.
A. Orthogonal Polynomial Parameters
The accuracy and stability of the polynomial extrapolationdepends critically on the
selection ofN and the scaling factorℓ1 [2]-[4]. Empirical stability bounds forN andℓ1
have been presented for several polynomial types [18]; however, there remain no precise
criteria to select the optimal values to represent an arbitrry esponse. Consequently, in
this work bothN andℓ1 are set as GA optimization variables with their range definedby
applying the bounds in [18]. For the numerical examples in Section 1.5, associate Hermite
(AH) functions are used as the polynomials which represent the response. Appendix A
describes some important properties of AH functions. Laguerre and Bessel-Chebyshev
functions could also have been used [4], [18]; however, for aconvergent extrapolation the
performance with each polynomial considered is nearly the same [4].
Because AH functions provide equal support around their origin and it is assumed that
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x(t) = 0 for t ≤ 0, it is beneficial to center each polynomial aroundt = τ , rather than
at t = 0 [2, 3]. Typically, the optimal time center is around half of the time support of
the response [2, 3], but again no precise selection criteriaexists, soτ is selected as a third
optimization variable. Thus, when representing a responseas a sum of polynomials, a GA
is used to minimizêE in (1.9) as a function of three variables{N, ℓ1, τ}.
B. Damped Sinusoid Parameters
In addition to selecting polynomial parameters, representing a response as damped si-
nusoids and polynomials as in (1.5) also requires the determination of parameters defining
theM damped sinusoids. Their selection is critical to the success of the extrapolation and,
in practice, must be accomplished using onlyxET andXLF. In this work, the necessary
damped sinusoid parameters are determined using the matrixpencil method (MPM) [9].
Other techniques, such as Prony’s method [10], could have potentially been used; however,
MPM was chosen for its computational efficiency and numerical stability [9].





(Ak + jBk) exp{(−αk + jωk)t} . (1.10)
In (1.10),Ak andBk signify the real and imaginary parts of the complex amplitude of the
kth term whereasαk andωk denote the damping factor and angular frequency, respectively.
The MPM algorithm processes an early-time portion ofy(t), sampled at discrete intervals,
to determineAk, Bk, αk, ωk, andK. The details of the algorithm can be found in [9].
The representation of (1.5) includes damped sinusoids, butthe terms of (1.10) are complex
exponentials. The sum of two complex conjugate terms of (1.10) yields a single damped
sinusoid. In this work, complex conjugate pairs in (1.10) are determined using MPM and
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combined to specify the desiredM damped sinusoids. These terms can be expressed as
gMPMm (t) = 2e




Amαm − Bmωm + jAmω
(ωm)2 + (αm + jω)2
}
(1.12)
where (1.12) is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of (1.11). In (1.11) and (1.12),
Am, Bm, αm, andωm correspond to the same quantities as in (1.10), however, each is now
associated with themth damped sinusoid, rather than thekth complex exponential.
Because (1.11) does not in general have the propertygMPMm (t) = 0 for t ≤ 0, the term




to enforce the condition. The constantβm
is selected such that themth term ramps up to 99% of its peak value after five periods, or
at t = (10π) /ωm. This modification allows the polynomials to more accurately r present
the response after removing each damped sinusoid as in (1.6).
With the ramping envelop included (1.11) and (1.12) become








Amαm − Bmωm + jAmω
(ωm)2 + (αm + jω)2
+
Am (αm + βm) − Bmωm + jAmω




where (1.14) is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of (1.13). Terms with the form
of (1.13) and (1.14) are used in (1.5) to represent resonances and define themth damped
sinusoid in time and frequency denotedgm (t) andGm (f).
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While excellent results have been obtained using MPM, its accur te application re-
quires the selection of atime windowwhich defines the subset of numerical time samples
processed [20]. Three parameters specify this time window:the beginning time sample
p1, the ending time samplep2, and the decimation factord. Some decimation is generally
required because∆t is selected based on the spatial discretization of the time-domain CEM
model and is often not the optimal for MPM. While some guidelins have been presented,
e.g. [20, 21], no exact criteria exists for optimal selection of {p1, p2, d}. Therefore, in this
work these parameters are selected using a GA.
When applying MPM alone to extrapolate a time-domain response, it is unclear how
to optimize these parameters using only early-time data. For the procedure in this work,
however,Ê in (1.9) provides a metric which can be minimized to reliablyselect the nec-
essary parameters. As discussed,Ê is computed using only early-time and low-frequency
data. Because these data sets contain mutually complementary i formation,Ê is a good
indication of the true agreement between directly-computed and extrapolated responses for
all time and frequency points of interest. Consequently, when extrapolating using both
polynomials and damped sinusoids as in (1.5), a GA is used to minimize Ê in (1.9) as a
function of six variables{p1, p2, d,N, l1, t0}.
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1.5 Numerical Results
For three resonant antennas the driving-point current response due to a wideband volt-
age source, denoted asx (t) and X (f), is extrapolated using only early-time and low-
frequency data. Early-time values ofx (t) are determined with the TLM method which
discretizes a volume around the structure as cubical nodes int rconnected by virtual trans-
mission lines [14]. Low-frequency values ofX (f) are determined with MoM to solve the
EFIE for the surface current on the structure using a triangular patch discretization. The
current is represented with Rao-Wilton-Glission edge elements [22, 23]. Not only does
the discretization of the time and frequency numerical models iffer, but whereas MoM
calculates current values directly, TLM uses adjacent fields to determine current values
at a point. Thus, it is expected that these directly-computed responses will differ slightly
due tomodelingor discretization differences. It is shown in this work that despite these
differences the response can still be accurately extrapolated; nd therefore, the choice of
CEM methods utilized is not unique. Alternative formulations such as the finite-difference
time-domain method (FDTD) [24] or the finite element method (FEM) [25] could have also
been utilized to determinexET andXLF, respectively.
A differentiated Gaussian pulse (DGP) is used to provide wideband voltage excitation.
The pulse is expressed in the time domain as









and in the frequency domain as











In (1.15) and (1.16),σ specifies the time width andtd represents the time delay. The
maximum value of the magnitude ofV0 (ω) occurs atω = 1/σ and the pulse has no DC
content. The parameterσ is selected to beσ = 3.5/ (2πfmax) wherefmax specifies the
highest frequency of interest. Atf = fmax the magnitude ofV0 (ω) is approximately1%
of its maximum value. The time delaytd is selected to betd = 10σ to ensurev0 ≈ 0 for
t ≤ 0. A DGP withfmax = 4 GHz is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
Figure 1.1: The differentiated Gaussian pulse voltage source in (1.15) and (1.16) for fmax = 4 is
illustrated in the (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain.
To quantify the extrapolation accuracy, the extrapolated and directly-computed responses






















where the leading1/2 is included to average time and frequency differences. The ex-
pression in (1.17) is a good measure of the success of the extrapolation. ComputingEext
in (1.17) requiresxLT and XHF and therefore cannot be directly minimized in practice;
however, it provides a valuable measure to compare against the performance of the extrap-
olation when minimizingÊ in (1.9).
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Accuracy is assessed here by comparing extrapolated responses to those directly-computed
with CEM methods. If accurate responses cannot be directly computed, due to numerical
dispersion or limited computing resources for example, measurements could also provide
a benchmark.
Example 1: Monopole with Four Parasitic Elements
The first antenna considered is a monopole with heighth1 = 16 cm centered on a finite
ground plane and loaded by four parasitic elements (Fig. 1.2) Each element is cylindrical
with radiusa = 1 mm and is assumed to be perfectly conducting. The ground plane is
26 cm× 26 cm and assumed to be vanishingly thin and perfectly conducting. Compared
with a single-element monopole, the parasitic elements significantly increase the strength
of the resonance at440 MHz where the height of the center element is approximatelyλ/4.
Figure 1.2: Geometry of monopole with parasitic elements:h1 = 16 cm,h2 = 10 cm,d1 = 10 cm,
d2 = 7 cm,L = 26 cm.
The antenna is driven by a DGP voltage source(fmax = 3.5 GHz) applied at the base
of the center element. The time-domain current at the feed point was determined at∆t =
10 ps up toT = 248 ns where it decays to zero. The frequency-domain current at the feed
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point is determined at∆f = 2 MHz up to W = 3.5 GHz. The frequency response is
multiplied by the spectrum of the DGP to obtain the response due to the excitation pulse.
The parametersT andW denote, respectively, the span of time and band of frequencyof
interest.
Fig. 1.3 compares the directly-computed current responseswith an extrapolated rep-
resentation using polynomials and damped sinusoids as in (1.5). Excellent agreement is
seen. The vertical dashed lines indicate the partition betwe n early-time/late-time and low-
frequency/high-frequency. The range to the left of the dashed line is assumed to be known
whereas range to the right is unknown and must be extrapolated. Only 12% of time span
(0.12T ) and 25% of the frequency band (0.25W ) were required for direct computation to
accurately extrapolate the complete response. All necessary parameters were selected by
minimizingÊ in (1.9) with a GA. The response is efficiently represented with onlyN = 49
polynomials andM = 14 damped sinusoids. Conversely, representing the response as
polynomials does not result in an accurate extrapolation (Fig. 1.4).
Figure 1.3: Extrapolation of driving-point current of the monopole with parasitic elements using
damped sinusoids and polynomials: (a) time domain, inset:25 ns−75 ns, (b) frequency domain. The
directly-computed and extrapolated responses are nearly indistinguishable, indicating an accurate
extrapolation.
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Figure 1.4: Extrapolation of driving-point current of the monopole with parasitic elements using
only polynomials: (a) time domain, inset:25 ns - 75 ns, (b) frequency domain. The directly-
computed and extrapolated responses do not agree, thus the extrapolation is inaccurate.
Fig. 1.5(a) showsEext in (1.17) plotted versus the percentage of the time spanT used
for directly-computed time data. The directly-computed frequency data range is held con-
stant at 25% of the bandW . The solid lines denote extrapolation using both polynomials
and damped sinusoids (DS/Poly.) whereas the dashed lines deote using only polynomi-
als (Poly.). It is seen that accuracy is significantly improved with the addition of damped
sinusoids. The two curves with circle markers were determined using a GA to minimize
Eext which effectively defines a lower bound on the performance ofthe procedure for the
given amount of directly-computed data. The curves with square markers were obtained
by minimizing Ê which requires onlyxET andXLF to compute and thus can be used in
practical applications. As seen in Fig. 1.5(a), when using both damped sinusoids and poly-
nomials, nearly the same accuracy is achieved by minimizinge therÊ or Eext with 0.10T
and0.25W .
Fig. 1.5(b) illustrates the value of̂E obtained using polynomials and damped sinusoids
plotted versus the amount of directly-computed data as in Fig. 1.5(a). When enough early-
time/low-frequency data is available for an accurate extrapol tion (in this case, around
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0.10T and0.25W ), the value ofÊ is seen to converge.
For practical applications checking the convergence ofÊ provides an automated pro-
cedure to decide when enough directly-computed data is available. A lower-bound cri-
terion is not effective because the lowest value ofÊ obtainable depends on the model-
ing/discretization differences of the directly-computedr sponses which will not be known
in practice. In this work, a stopping criterion was employedby assumingÊ to be suffi-
ciently converged when its value varied by less than 1% over thr e successive applications
of the extrapolation. For this example, the extrapolation procedure was applied at incre-
ments of 277 time steps (0.10T ) with direct computation of 25% of the frequency band
(0.25W ). The convergence criterion was met by directly computing0.12T and0.25W of
the response.
Figure 1.5: Extrapolation of driving-point current of the monopole with parasitic elements plot-
ted versus the percentage of time spanT directly computed (25% of frequency bandW directly
computed): (a)Eext obtained by minimizing quantities in the legend, (b)Ê for DS/Poly.
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Example 2: E-Shaped Patch Antenna
Next, the driving-point current of a dual-band E-shaped patch antenna (Fig. 1.6) is
extrapolated. The antenna is designed to radiate effectively at 1.9 GHz and2.4 GHz for
wireless communications applications [26]. A DGP voltage source withfmax = 4 GHz is
applied at the base of the probe feed. The time response is evaluated at∆t = 10 ps up to
T = 211 ns where it effectively decays to zero. The frequency respone is determined at
∆f = 2 MHz up toW = 4.0 GHz.
Figure 1.6: Geometry of the E-shaped patch antenna.
The current is accurately extrapolated using0.06T and0.25W directly-computed data
with N = 32 polynomials andM = 9 damped sinusoids (Fig. 1.7). As seen in Fig. 1.8,
the response is not accurately represented by polynomials alone. All necessary parame-
ters are again selected by minimizinĝE with a GA. By extrapolating the response no di-
rect frequency-domain computations are required at the design d frequencies of operation
1.9 GHz and2.4 GHz. Instead, this information is determined from early-time data. Thus,
the computational burden of modeling the structure at high frequencies with a frequency-
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domain CEM method is reduced, however, care must be take to sufficiently discretize the
time-domain CEM model for accuracy atf = fmax.
Figure 1.7: Extrapolation of driving-point current of the E-shaped patch antennausing damped
sinusoids and polynomials: (a) time domain, inset:10 ns− 60 ns, (b) frequency domain. The
directly-computed and extrapolated responses are nearly indistinguishable, indicating an accurate
extrapolation.
Figure 1.8: Extrapolation of driving-point current of the E-shaped patch antennausing only poly-
nomials: (a) time domain, inset:10 ns− 60 ns, (b) frequency domain. The directly-computed and
extrapolated responses do not agree, thus the extrapolation is inaccurate.
As in Fig. 1.5(a),Eext is plotted in Fig. 1.9(a) versus the percentage ofT directly
computed. The percentage ofW directly computed is held constant at 25%. The represen-
tation with damped sinusoids is again seen to more accurately represent the response than
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with polynomials alone. The curves representing minimizing Ê andEext with a GA con-
verge for cases with at least 4% ofT directly computed and 25% ofW directly computed;
therefore, optimal parameters can be determined using onlyear -time/low-frequency data
by minimizing Ê. The convergence of̂E was again used as a stopping criterion to deter-
mine when enough data had been directly-computed. For this example the extrapolation
procedure was applied at increments of 211 time steps (0.01T ) with direct computation of
0.25W . The convergence criterion was met by directly computing0.06T and0.25W of the
response.
Figure 1.9: Extrapolation of driving-point current of the E-shaped patch antennaplotted versus the
percentage of time spanT directly computed (25% of frequency bandW directly computed): (a)
Eext obtained by minimizing quantities in the legend, (b)Ê for DS/Poly.
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Example 3: Cavity-Backed Slot Antenna with Monopole
The final example is a rectangular cavity-backed slot antenna with an interior monopole
described in [27] and illustrated in Fig. 1.10. The antenna is designed to operate at
2.45 GHz where the length of the slot is approximatelyλ/2 and the monopole height is
approximatelyλ/4. The walls of the cavity and surface of the cylindrical monopole are
assumed to be perfectly conducting. The antenna is driven bya DGP voltage source
(fmax = 15 GHz) applied at the base of the monopole and the desired response is th
driving-point current. The excitation excites numerous cavity modes and many monopole
and slot resonances which are observed in the response. To extrapolate the response each
resonance must be accurately represented.
Figure 1.10: Geometry of cavity-backed slot antenna with monopole.
A TLM model is again used to determine numerical values of thetim -domain current.
This response provides early-time data and is used to check taccuracy of the extrap-
olation. The frequency-domain data is obtained by taking the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of computed time-domain response. This response provides the low-frequency data
used in the extrapolation. While this approach would not be used in practice, it allows the
technique to be tested and removes any effects of discretization differences between the
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time and frequency responses. The same approach is utilizedin [19].
The time response is sampled at∆ = 30 ps intervals up toT = 1.45 µs, and the
frequency response is sampled at∆f = 1 MHz up toW = 15 GHz. Using damped sinu-
soids and polynomials, the response was accurately extrapolated from0.025T and0.25W
of the response (Fig. 1.11). The response was represented using N = 484 polynomials and
M = 44 damped sinusoids. Conversely, the response is not well repres nt d using only
polynomials (Fig. 1.12).
Determining the wideband current response of the cavity-backed slot antenna using
traditional CEM techniques is very computationally demanding. The transient current re-
sponse decays very slowly because energy must bounce aroundinside the cavity and even-
tually propagate through slot to be radiated outside the structu e. Consequently, tens of
thousands of time steps are required to determine the complete time response. Character-
izing the response of the structure in the frequency domain requi es hundreds or thousands
of separate frequency evaluations to sufficiently cover thewide frequency range of inter-
est. Therefore, extrapolation offers substantial computation l benefits. With the procedure
in the work an accurate representation of the complete response is obtained without time-
stepping the transient response to a steady state or evaluating the response over the entire
frequency range of interest.
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Figure 1.11: Extrapolation of driving-point current of cavity-backed slot antennawith monopole
using damped sinusoids and polynomials: (a) time domain, inset:22 ns− 26 ns, (b) frequency
domain. The directly-computed and extrapolated responses are nearly indistinguishable, indicating
an accurate extrapolation.
Figure 1.12: Extrapolation of driving-point current of the cavity-backed slot antena with monopole
using only polynomials: (a) time domain, inset:22 ns− 26 ns, (b) frequency domain. The directly-
computed and extrapolated responses do not agree, thus the extrapolation is inaccurate.
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1.6 Conclusions
A procedure is presented to simultaneously extrapolate a time- and frequency-domain
response due to wideband excitation of a resonant antenna using only early-time and low-
frequency data. The response is accurately and efficiently represented by a sum ofN
orthogonal polynomials andM damped sinusoids. The use of damped sinusoids allows
multiple resonances to be effectively modeled. The resulting representation of the response
can be evaluated at time and/or frequency points of interestand provides a single set of
parameters which characterizes the response in both time and frequency.
A method of incorporating damped sinusoids with orthogonalpolynomials to represent
a response and determining parameters defining each function is presented. A GA-based
procedure is described to select all parameters needed to reliably extrapolate a response.
This procedure can also be used to determine when enough datais v ilable to yield an
accurate extrapolation.
The extrapolation technique is shown to operate successfully even when applied to
time and frequency responses computed from CEM methods usingfundamentally different
discretizations of the modeled structure, such as TLM and MoM. Thus, the procedure can
be applied independently of the CEM methods used. Therefore,the choice may be made
based on the user’s familiarity with a particular method, select d based on the method best
suited for the given application, or based on what is available to the user.
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1.7 Appendix A: Associate Hermite Functions
Properties of associate Hermite (AH) functions, which are us d in the extrapolation
procedure to represent a response, are now presented. Hermite polynomials are discussed
first, and then this background is used to describe some important characteristics of AH
functions. The representation of a signal as a sum of weighted AH functions, as discussed
in [28], is then presented to provide a mathematical basis for the extrapolation procedure
in this work.
A. Hermite Polynomials
LetHn (x) for n = 0, 1, . . . ,∞ denote the set of Hermite polynomials [29, Ch. 22]. The
polynomials are orthogonal on the interval(−∞,∞), with respect to the weight function
w (x) = e−x
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π if n = k
0 if n 6= k
. (1.18)
Thenth-order Hermite polynomial can be directly determined from






or found recursively from the relationship
Hn (x) = 2xHn−1 (x) − 2 (n − 1) Hn−2 (x) . (1.20)
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H0 (x) = 1
H1 (x) = 2x
H2 (x) = 4x
2 − 2
H3 (x) = 8x
3 − 12x
H4 (x) = 16x
4 − 44x2 + 12 .
(1.21)
Hermite polynomials are centered about zero and satisfy thesymmetry condition
Hn (−x) = (−1)n Hn (x) . (1.22)
From (1.22) it is clear that Hermite polynomials of even order are even functions whereas
Hermite polynomials of odd order are odd functions. Fig. 1.13 illustratesH1 (x), H2 (x),
H3 (x), H4 (x).
Figure 1.13: Hermite polynomialsHn (x) for orders one to four.
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B. Associate Hermite (AH) Functions
A set of associate Hermite (AH) functions (also referred to as G ussian weighted Her-











wheren is the function order,ℓ1 is a time scaling factor, andHn (x) is thenth order Her-
mite polynomial [28]. An AH function is obtained by scaling the argument of a Hermite
polynomial by a time scaling factorℓ1 and multiplying by a Gaussian function whose stan-
dard deviation isℓ1. The set of AH functions in (1.23) are orthonormal forn = 0, 1, . . . ,∞












1 if n = k
0 if n 6= k
. (1.24)
The first five AH functions withℓ1 = 1 are shown in Fig. 1.14.
Figure 1.14: Associate Hermite (AH) functionsφn (t/ℓ1) of order zero to four with time scaling
factorℓ1 = 1.
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Each AH function is symmetric aboutt = 0 and thewidth, also referred to as the
support, of the AH functions is compact and increases with ordern. Fig. 1.15 illustrates
the increased width of higher-order AH functions. For instace, note that the support of
φ0 (t) is approximatelyt ∈ (−2, 2), whereas the higher-order functionφ30 (t) has support
over a wider range of approximatelyt ∈ (−9, 9).
Figure 1.15: Associate Hermite (AH) functionsφn (t/ℓ1) of ordersn = 0, 1, 7, 30 with time scaling
factorℓ1 = 1. Illustrates the support of the AH functions increase with ordern.
In Fig. 1.16, the first-order AH functionφ1 (t/ℓ1) is plotted for several values ofℓ1 to
illustrate the effect of the time scaling parameter. The width of φ1 (t/ℓ1) is increased for
ℓ1 > 1 and is decreased forℓ1 < 1. This allows the support of AH functions to be expanded
or contracted.
A time centert0 can be specified to shift the center of the AH functions fromt = 0 to
t = τ . Fig. 1.17 illustrates the effect of the time centert0 on the first order AH function
φ1 ((t − τ) /ℓ1).
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Figure 1.16: First order AH functionφ1 (t/ℓ1) plotted for several values of the time scaling factor
ℓ1.
Figure 1.17: First-order AH functionφ1 ((t − τ) /ℓ1) plotted for several values of the time centerτ
with time scaling factorℓ1 = 1.
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C. Representation of a Signal as a Sum of AH Functions
A procedure to represent a signal as a weighted sum of AH functions is presented in
[28]. It provides the basis of the polynomial extrapolationn [2]-[4] and the procedure
in this chapter. The representation of the response is that same in both [28] and [2]-[4];
however, in [28] it is assumed that the complete signal is known, whereas the procedure of
[2]-[4] relies on only early-time and low-frequency data toobtain a representation of the
complete response.
The set of AH functions scaled byℓ1 constitute an orthonormal basis [28]. Conse-






anφn (t/ℓ1) . (1.25)




(x (t))2 dt < ∞. (1.26)
If the complete response is known, the coefficientsan in (1.25) can be determined based

























The coefficientsan determined with (1.27) minimize the normalized mean squareerror












The value ofEN in (1.28) is monotonically decreasing from one to zero for increasingN
[28].
A frequency-domain response can also be represented as a weighted sum of AH func-
tions [28]. Consider the Fourier transform of the time-domain AH functions:


















= Φn (f/ℓ2) .
In (1.29), the frequency scaling factorℓ2 is related to the time scaling factorℓ1 by ℓ2 =
1/ (2πℓ1). The Fourier transform of a time-domain AH function of ordern scaled byℓ1 is
a frequency-domain AH function of ordern scaled byℓ2. Thus, there is an isomorphism
between AH functions and their transforms.
The set of AH functions scaled byℓ2 for n = 0, 1, . . . ,∞ form an orthonormal basis in












1 if n = k
0 if n 6= k
. (1.30)
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Therefore, a frequency-domain responseX (f), whereF {x (t)} = X (f), can be rep-
resented by a weighted sum of AH functions scaled byℓ2 as




anΦn (f/ℓ2) . (1.31)




(X (f))2 df < ∞. (1.32)
Similar to (1.27), if the complete frequency-domain response is known the coefficients






















If x (t) andX (f) are related by the Fourier transform, then the responses canbe repre-
sented by (1.25) and (1.31), respectively, as a sum of AH functio s weighted by a set ofN
coefficientsan. The set of coefficients is the same for both time and frequency representa-
tions. The frequency-domain response is simply a scaled version of the time response, with
the time and frequency scaling factors related byℓ2 = 1/ (2πℓ1). The number of terms
N , time scaling factorℓ1, and time centerτ provide flexibility to shape the AH functions
and fitx (t) andX (f). Because the scaling factors are inversely related, an increase in the
width of a time-domain AH function results in a decrease of the width of the corresponding
AH function in the frequency domain and vice versa. Also, if the ime-domain AH func-
tions are centered aroundt = τ , then the time shift results in a phase shift in the frequency
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domain ofej2πτf , i.e.,F {φ ((t − τ) /ℓ1)} = ej2πτfΦ (f/ℓ2).
Eqs. (1.27) and (1.33) can only be applied to solve for the coeffi ientsan if the complete
response known, which is not the case for extrapolation. Thus, to extrapolate the response
an must be determined by a different means. A least-squares solution for an can be found
by equating the AH representation with discrete values of the response at early-time and
low-frequency points, and solving the resulting system of equations (Eq. (1.3)). The suc-
cess of this approach, however, is found to depend on the proper selection ofN , ℓ1, and
τ . Relatively few choices of these parameters lead to a system which can be solved for co-
efficients which yield an accurate representation of the respon e. The complete responses
are unknown, and thus cannot be used to aid in the parameter selection. In this chapter,
an automated means to select the parameters needed to reliably xtrapolate a response is
provided by the GA-based selection procedure.
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CHAPTER 2
TIME AND FREQUENCY BIAS IN EXTRAPOLATING WIDEBAND RESPONSES
OF RESONANT STRUCTURES
Abstract
An improved procedure to extrapolate a wideband electromagnetic response of a res-
onant structure using only early-time and low-frequency numerical data is presented. The
response is represented as a sum of weighted polynomials andpole terms. In Chapter 1,
a procedure is described to estimate poles from early-time data, and in this chapter it is
demonstrated that poles can also be estimated from low-frequency data and used to accu-
rately extrapolate a response. A time or frequency bias is observed when estimating poles
from either early-time or low-frequency data, respectively. A new method is also presented
to combine poles estimated from early-time and low-frequency data and reduce the amount
of directly-computed data needed to extrapolate a response. An optimization routine is
described which automates the selection of all parameters needed to reliably apply the ex-
trapolation procedure. Several numerical examples are present d to illustrate the proposed
technique and study the performance of the three pole-estimation methods presented.
2.1 Introduction
For many applications it is necessary to numerically compute an electromagnetic (EM)
response of a structure due to a wideband excitation source.Such a response can be most
any EM quantity of interest located at a point in space and defined as a function of both time
and frequency. Examples include the electric field at a pointin space or the current at a point
on the surface of an antenna. The driving-point current can be used to compute return loss
and characterize antenna performance. The electric field outside a metallic enclosure due
to interior excitation can be used to quantify radiated electromagnetic interference (EMI)
levels, or interior fields due to exterior excitation can be us d to study penetration into an
enclosure.
Typically, a response is determined with a computational electromagnetic (CEM) method
by numerically solving Maxwell’s equations in either the time or frequency domain; how-
ever, determining a response of a strongly resonant structure an be challenging in either
domain. A response is obtained in the time domain by excitingthe structure and time
stepping until transient energy dies out or is radiated away. For a resonant structure the re-
sponse can be exceedingly long and require many time steps and long computation times.
Numerical dispersion can also limit the accuracy of late-time computations. Conversely,
frequency-domain formulations require a separate evaluation for each frequency and fine
sampling near strong resonances. Also, high-frequency evaluations require increased spa-
tial discretization of the model to maintain accuracy.
In Chapter 1 and in [1, 5, 6, 7, 8] procedures are described to extrapolate, in both time
and frequency, a response of a resonant structure by processing only early-time and low-
frequency numerical data. The response is approximated by arepresentation that can be
evaluated for time and/or frequency points of interest. Extrapolating the response can re-
quire significantly less time than directly computing it with CEM methods. A complete
response can be extrapolated from early-time and low-frequency data because the two data
sets contain mutually complementary information which together contain the behavior of
the complete response [2]. Early-time data contain high-frequency information whereas
low-frequency data contain late-time information. In [2],a response is represented as a
sum of orthogonal polynomials; however, extrapolating theresponses typical of resonant
structures with only polynomials, which provide compact support, proves numerically dif-
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ficult and inefficient in practice. With the procedure in Chapter 1, damped sinusoids are
used with orthogonal polynomials to accurately extrapolate responses from resonant struc-
tures. Damped sinusoids efficiently represent the effects of str ng resonances whereas
polynomials characterize the remaining behavior.
A procedure is presented which improves upon the approach inC apter 1 and reduces
the amount of directly-computed data needed to extrapolatea response. Pole terms are
used in place of damped sinusoids, and both polynomial coeffiients and pole residues are
determined as the solution to a single matrix equation, as opposed to the two-step process
in Chapter 1. With the procedure of Chapter 1, one estimates thepoles from early-time
data by applying the matrix pencil method (MPM) [9]. A wider approach is considered
here and poles are also estimated from low-frequency data byapplying the vector fitting
method (VFM) [30]. VFM is an efficient method for determininga rational representation
of a frequency domain response. VFM has been used in a varietyof applications including
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) shielding analysis [31], microwave signal integrity
[32], and Green’s function representation [33].
With the procedure presented in this chapter, responses of rnant structures are accu-
rately extrapolated by estimating poles fromeitherearly-time or low-frequency CEM data.
A time or frequency bias is observed by examining extrapolation accuracy as a function of
the amount of CEM data. A new method is also presented to combine poles estimated from
early-time and low-frequency data and reduce the amount of directly-computed data needed
to extrapolate a response. The effect of differences in CEM data sets due to discretization or
modeling is also examined. A genetic algorithm (GA) [34] is used to automate the selection
of all parameters required for extrapolation.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 discussesthe extrapolation technique
and determination of coefficients and residues. Section 2.3presents methods for estimating
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poles from early-time data, low-frequency data, and a combined approach. The GA-based
selection of the set of extrapolation parameters is discussed in Section 2.4. Section 2.5
presents several numerical examples and conclusions are pres nted.
2.2 Formulation of Extrapolation Technique
Let x(t) andX(f) denote the time and frequency representations, respectively, of an
EM response due to a wideband source. The early-time and low-frequency portions of
x(t) andX(f) contain high-frequency and late-time information, respectiv ly, and can be
processed to determine an accurate representation of the complete response as a sum of
weighted analytic functions. To develop an appropriate form for the representation, the
response is viewed as a superposition of two functions with specific characteristics:
x(t) = xT (t) + xR(t)
X(f) = XT (f) + XR(f).
(2.1)
In (2.1), xR(t) andXR(f) contain the effects of strongresonancesin the response.
Oscillation and exponential decay characterizexR(t), whereas peaks around resonant fre-
quencies dominate the behavior ofXR(f). To efficiently characterize this behavior, these
functions are represented bypole terms. Conversely,xT (t) andXT (f) correspond to the
remainingtransientbehavior which decays rapidly in time and is relatively smooth in fre-
quency. Orthogonal polynomials provide compact support and are therefore used to repre-
sentxT (t) andXT (f). With this approachx(t) andX(f) are approximated bŷx(t) and
X̂(f) which are sums ofN orthogonal polynomials andM pole terms:
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whereN andM are integers. In (2.2),φn (t/ℓ1) andΦn (f/ℓ2) representnth-order poly-
nomials which are related by the Fourier transform and scaled by factorsℓ1 andℓ2, where
ℓ1 = 1/ (2πℓ2) [1]. The polynomials are weighted byN real-valued coefficientsaN =
[a0, a1, . . . , aN−1]
T where[·]T denotes the transpose. In (2.2),gm (t) andGm (f) represent
themth complex exponential and pole term expressed in time and frequency as
gm(t) = exp (smt) (2.3)
Gm(f) = 1/(j2πf − sm). (2.4)
The poles terms are weighted byM complex-valued residuesRM = [R0, R1, . . . , RM−1]
T,
and the vectorsM = [s0, s1, . . . , sM−1]
T contains the values of theM poles. Themth pole
is defined assm = αm + j2πfm whereαm andfm are the damping factor and resonant
frequency, respectively. To yield a real-valued time respon e poles occur in conjugate pairs
or are real.
Different types of pole terms can be incorporated in the representation of (2.2). For
example, in Chapter 1 complex conjugate pairs of pole terms are combined into a single
damped sinusoid, and in this chapter the pole terms have the form of (2.3) and (2.4). The
terms of (2.3) and (2.4) effectively represent the resonantportion of a response and their
form allows one to determine polynomial coefficients and pole residues as the solution to a
single matrix equation.
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For a particular response,x̂(t) andX̂(f) in (2.2) are completely specified by the values
of aN , RM , andsM . Thus, to extrapolate a response one must determine these values from
only early-time and low-frequency data, such thatx̂(t) andX̂(f) accurately representx(t)
andX(f).
Data are determined at discrete points with CEM methods. Let th discrete time-
responsex containP data points uniformly sampled at∆t and be partitioned into early-time
and late-time data,xET andxLT, wherexET contains the firstp time samples ofx. Let the
discrete frequency-responseX containQ data points uniformly sampled at∆f and be par-
titioned into low-frequency and high-frequency data,XLF andXHF, whereXLF contains
the firstq frequency samples ofX. These data vectors can be written as
xET = [x (t1) , x (t2) , . . . , x (tp)]
T
xLT = [x (tp+1) , x (tp+2) , . . . , x (tP )]
T
XLF = [X (f1) , X (f2) , . . . , X (fq)]
T
XHF = [X (fq+1) , X (fq+2) , . . . , X (fQ)]
T (2.5)
wheretk = (k − 1) ∆t andfk = (k − 1) ∆f . Using (2.5),x andX can be expressed as
x = [xET; xLT] andX = [XLF; XHF]. A time-domain and a frequency-domain CEM method
are used to computexET andXLF, respectively.
Although a function cannot be band-limited in both time and frequency, it is assumed
here the responses considered are effectively time-limited to T and frequency-limited to
W , such thatx(t) ≈ 0 for t > T andX(f) ≈ 0 for f > W . The directly-computed
portions of the time and frequency response are denoted asT ′ andW ′, respectively.
For a fixed∆t and ∆f , the values ofT ′ and W ′ specify the early-time and low-
frequency data points determined with CEM methods and hence available to use to extrap-
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olate the response. Larger values ofT ′ andW ′ indicate that more data have been computed.
One can deduce the following relationships from (2.5):T = (P − 1)∆t, W = (Q− 1)∆f ,
T ′ = (p − 1)∆t, andW ′ = (q − 1)∆f .
DeterminingaN , RM , andsM from xET andXLF is presented here as a two-step process.
First the set of polesM is obtained, then the coefficients and residuesaN and RM are
computed together. In general, there are three approaches to determiningsM : usingxET,
usingXLF, or using bothxET andXLF. In Chapter 1 poles are only estimated from early-
time data. This chapter demonstrates that each of the three approaches can be used to
accurately extrapolate a response; however, the amounts ofearly-time and low-frequency
data required by each approach may differ.
After determining the poles,aN andRM can be computed as a least-squares solution to
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where Re{·} and Im{·} denote the real and imaginary parts of the complex argument,
respectively. In (2.6),φN [tET] and gM [tET] denote matrices obtained by evaluating the
time-domain form of each of theN polynomials andM pole terms, respectively, at thep
early-time points. Similarly,ΦN [fLF] andGM [fLF] denote matrices obtained by evaluating
the frequency-domain form of each of theN polynomials andM pole terms, respectively,











































































The rectangular matrix on the left-hand side of (2.6) has dimensions(p + 2q) × (N + M)
and the column vector contains the(N + M) unknowns. In practical cases,(p + 2q) >
(N + M), and (2.6) is an overdetermined system for which a least-squares solution can be
determined using one of several techniques [16].
Both aN and RM are determined by solving the system of equations in (2.6). This
differs from the approach in Chapter 1 which can be summarizedas follows. First, MPM is
used to determinesM and thenRM is computed as a least-squares solution usingxET. Next,
damped sinusoids are formed withsM andRM , and then each term is subtracted fromxET
andXLF to isolate the portion of the response represented by polynomials alone. Lastly,aN
is determined from a system of equations similar to (2.6), but with aN as the only unknown
(Eq. 1.3). Ramping envelops are added to each damped sinusoidto enforce causality and
improve the accuracy of the procedure [1].
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The procedure described here is preferable to the approach in C apter 1 for several rea-
sons. The single systems of equation in (2.6) can be solved todetermine bothaN andRM ,
and there is no longer a need for a ramping envelop. The least-squares solution forRM
in (2.6) now involves bothxET andXLF, whereas only early-time data is used in Chapter
1. The approach in this chapter also outperforms the previous procedure in terms of the
accuracy and convergence of the extrapolation. Additionally, the determination ofsM is
completely independent of the computation ofaN andRM . This provides flexibility in the
choice of pole-estimation method because regardless of howsM is obtained, the computa-
tion of aN andRM remains unchanged.
2.3 Methods for Estimating Poles of the Response
To extrapolate a response,sM must contain estimates of the poles of the structure which
correspond to the dominant resonances. The set of polessM i determined by processing
the directly-computed CEM dataxET andXLF. Three procedures to estimate the poles are
now presented.
A. Estimating Poles with Early-time Data
The first approach considered is to determinesM from early-time dataxET. Several
techniques have been presented in the literature to approximate a time response as a sum
of complex exponentials of the form in (2.3). In this work, total least-squares MPM is
employed [9]. Other techniques such as Prony’s method [10] could also be used; however,
MPM was selected for its computational efficiency and numerical stability. Residues for
each pole term can also be computed with MPM, however, in the procedure described here
the residues are computed with (2.6) and MPM is used only to estimate poles.
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A subset of the numerical time samples inxET, denotedy, is specified and processed
with the MPM algorithm. The subset is defined by the beginninga d ending time samples
p1 and p2, and a decimation factord. The vectory containsp′ = ⌊(p2 − p1) /d⌋ time
samples uniformly spaced atd∆t intervals, where⌊·⌋ is the greatest integer less than or
equal to the argument. The accuracy of the pole estimation depends on the selection ofp1,
p2, andd, which in this work is automated using a GA. Decimation is required because∆t
is typically selected based on stability requirements of the time-domain CEM method and
is not optimal for MPM [9].
To determinesM with MPM a matrixY , whose eigenvalues are related to the desired
poles, is formed with the time samples inxET. The number of polesM is selected from
the singular value decomposition (SVD) ofY , computed asY = UΣV whereΣ contains
the singular values ofY on its diagonal. The value ofM is taken to be the number of
singular values in the rangeσmax > σ > 10−3σmax [9]. After the value ofM is selected, an
(M × M) matrix V ′ is constructed from theM rows ofV associated with theM largest
singular values. The set of polessM is then determined directly from theM eigenvalues of
V
′, denotedλm, which are related tosM asλm = exp {smd∆t} for m=0, . . . ,M−1.
B. Estimating Poles with Low-frequency Data
The next approach considered is to determinesM from low-frequency dataXLF. Sev-
eral techniques, such as the Padé approximation [35], have been used to approximate a
frequency response as rational function. In this work VFM isut lized [30]. One can use
VFM to approximate a frequency response as a sum of pole termsin the form of (2.4), and
it has been shown to be numerically efficient and capable of resolving a large number of
resonances [30]. VFM can also be used to determine residues;however, it is only used to
estimate poles in this work.
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The VFM algorithm determines a set of poles by first specifying initial values for the
M poles insM and then iteratively improving them by determining a least-squares solution
















for k=0, . . . , q−1. An improved set of poles is obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem
sM = eig(A − bcT) whereA is a diagonal matrix containing the initial set of poles,b is a
column vector of ones, andc contains̃rm found by solving (2.8). The improved set of poles
obtained replaces the previous set used in (2.8), and then the process is repeated. Typically,
the pole locations converge after only a few iterations [30]andsM accurately represents
the poles of the response. The accuracy of the poles determind with VFM depends on the
selection ofM as well as the choice of starting and ending frequency pointsf he data
processed, denotedq1 andq2. In this work these parameters are selected with an automated
GA-based procedure.
While the number of poles obtained with VFM and MPM has both been denoted byM ,
the number of poles determined by each technique will generally not be equal. MPM and
VFM both aim to estimate the poles of a response, but VFMinterpolatesover the range
of frequency data processed whereas MPMextrapolatesand can provide an approximation
outside the range of data processed, i.e., for times greaterthan the last data point inxET.
Because VFM interpolates data,sM computed with VFM does not necessarily contain esti-
mates of poles with resonant frequencies higher than the last data point inXLF. Conversely,
estimates of high-frequency resonances may be readily obtained from early-time data with
MPM. To accurately extrapolate a response,sM should contain estimates of the dominate
poles of a response because highly resonant behavior is numerically difficult to represent
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with polynomials as demonstrated in Chapter 1 and in [1]. Dominant resonances typically
occur at low frequencies. Therefore, a response can be extrapolated by applying VFM to
estimate poles fromXLF if sM contains accurate estimates of the dominant low-frequency
resonances. The high-frequency resonances not estimated by VFM are represented by
polynomials instead of pole terms.
C. Combined Early-time and Low-frequency Method
The complementary nature of early-time and low-frequency data can be exploited with
an approach that combines poles estimated from both data sets. Poles with lower resonant
frequencies may be more accurately estimated by processinglow-frequency data, whereas
poles with higher resonant frequencies may be better estimated by processing early-time
data. High-frequency resonances appear earlier in time compared to lower frequency reso-
nances which take longer to set up.
If sets of poles estimated with MPM and VFM are properly combined into a single
set, a response can be extrapolated with less directly-computed data than is required if
one applied either MPM or VFM alone. A procedure to combine the two pole sets is as
follows. First, MPM is applied toxET and VFM is applied toXLF. The resulting sets
of poles, denotedsMPM and s
VF
M , are then combined into a single setsM by specifying a
parameterγ in the range0 < γ < 1.
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fMPm > γW ; includes
MP
M in sM
fMPm < γW ; use VFM estimate of pole
(2.9)








fVFm > γW ; use MPM estimate of pole




Therefore,sM contains MPM estimates of high-frequency resonances and VFM estimates
of low-frequency resonances as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of combined pole-estimation method (0 < γ < 1).
Poles with resonant frequencies spanning the entire frequency range of interest are in-
cluded insM , so no important poles are discarded in the combining process. Additionally,
MPM and VFM estimates of the same pole are not both included insM , but rather either
one or the other is included based on (2.9) and (2.10). Extrapolation accuracy is a func-
tion of γ, and the optimal choice ofγ depends on the amount of directly-computed data as
well as the resonant frequencies of the response. The selection of γ is automated with the
GA-based procedure in Section 2.4.
The combined approach is essentially a generalization of the early-time and low-frequency
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pole-estimation methods. Ifγ = 0, sM = sMPM and only poles estimated with MPM are
used. Ifγ = 1, sM = sVFM and only poles estimated with VFM are used. Selecting
0 < γ < 1 allows a combination of poles estimated by MPM and VFM to be included
in sM . It will be shown in Section 2.5 that by combining poles as described, a response can
be accurately extrapolated with less directly computed data than by using either early-time
or low-frequency pole-estimation methods alone.
2.4 GA-Based Extrapolation Parameter Selection
The accuracy and stability of an extrapolation depends on the non-trivial selection of
several parameters. These parameters must beelectedwhereasaN , RM , andsM arede-
termined.The GA-based optimization procedure described in Chapter 1 is extended here
and used to select the parameters required for the three pole-estimation methods presented
in Section 2.3. GA optimization is used because it is robust and requires no assumptions
about the characteristics of the function optimized. The optimization procedure serves two
purposes. First, it automates the parameter selection so that an arbitrary response can be
reliably and accurately extrapolated. It also indicates when enough directly-computed data
is available to accurately extrapolate the response, as describ d in Chapter 1.
Extrapolation accuracy is a function of each parameter and the optimal set of parameters
is defined to minimize the difference between the computed responses and their represen-





















where‖·‖ denotes thel2−norm [16]. The value ofE is small for an accurate extrapolation,
so ideally parameters should be selected to minimizeE; however, computingE requires
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complete knowledge of the response which will not be known inpractice.
An approximation ofE using onlyxET andXLF, denoted aŝE, is presented in Chapter
1 (Eq. 2.8). A response can be accurately extrapolated with an optimization routine by
selecting parameters that minimizêE. This approach also provides an automated means to
decide when enough directly-computed data are available. Th response can be extrapo-
lated with increasing amounts of data and whenÊ converges, so has the extrapolation [1].
Thus, the partitioning of early/late-time and low/high-frequency need not be selected by
the user.
Regardless of the method one uses to obtain a set of poles, the system of equations in
(2.6) is solved to determineaN andRM . Therefore, the polynomial parameters which must
be selected are the same for each pole-estimation method: the number of termsN , the
scaling factorℓ1, and the time center of the expansionτ . These parameters are described
in Appendix A of Chapter 1. Associate Hermite functions are usd in the representation in
(2.2) and the set of parameters{N, ℓ1, τ} is selected by the GA to minimizêE.
Parameters associated with pole estimation must also be selected. When applying MPM
to estimate poles from early-time data, the beginning and ending time point,p1 andp2, and
the decimation factord must be selected. When using VFM to estimate poles, the beginnin
and ending frequency point,q1 andq2, and number of pole termsM must be selected. For
the combined method,̂E is minimized by the GA as a function of{p1, p2, d, q1, q2,M, γ}.
The range ofγ is defined to be 0.25 to 0.75.
A Matlab implementation of a real-valued GA is used in this work [36]. Each GA
generation contains a population of50 individuals and the optimization is terminated af-
ter 50 generations. In the examples presented here and others considered by the authors,




Example 1: E-Shaped Patch Antenna
First, the driving-point current of a dual-band E-shaped patch ntenna (Fig. 2.2) de-
signed for wireless communications [26] is considered. Theantenna has resonances at
0.5 GHz,1.9 GHz, and2.4 GHz, with the dominant resonance at0.5 GHz. A differentiated
Gaussian pulse (DGP) voltage source with effective spectral ontent up tofmax = 4 GHz
was applied at the base of the probe feed. The resulting current at the driving point was
determined using a time-domain CEM method at∆t = 10 ps intervals until the response
effectively decayed to zero atT = 380 ns. The frequency response was obtained as the dis-
crete Fourier transform (DFT) of the time response and evaluated at∆f = 2 MHz intervals
up toW = 4 GHz. A frequency-domain CEM method could have been used to compute
the response; however, the approach taken here removes any discretization or modeling
differences between the directly-computed time and frequency responses. In Chapter 1 ac-
curate extrapolations are obtained using data sets generatd by CEM methods with different
discretizations. The effect of discretization differences is examined inExample 4.
Figure 2.2: Geometry of E-shaped patch antenna (dimensions in mm).
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The time and frequency driving-point current of the E-shaped atch antenna extrapo-
lated using the three pole-estimation methods in Section 2.3 is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The
complete response is extrapolated by each method using onlyearly-time and low-frequency
data. All necessary parameters are selected by minimizingÊ with a GA as described in
Section 2.4. The three extrapolated responses in Fig. 2.3 are nearly indistinguishable from
the directly-computed response. Thus, a response can be extrapolated by estimating poles
from eitherearly-time or low-frequency data.
The results in Fig. 2.3 are obtained using different amountsof directly-computed time
and frequency data, denotedT ′ andW ′. By applying MPM to estimate poles from early-
time data, the response is extrapolated fromT ′ = 6 ns of the time-response (p = 601) and
W ′ = 0.6 GHz of the frequency response (q = 176). By applying VFM to estimate poles
from low-frequency data, the response is extrapolated fromT ′ = 10.5 ns (p = 1051) and
W ′ = 0.35 GHz (q = 301). With the combined method, the response is extrapolated from
T ′ = 6 ns (p = 601) andW ′ = 0.35 GHz (q = 176). Therefore, the combined approach
extrapolates the response with fewer directly-computed data points than by estimating poles
from early-time or low-frequency data alone.
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Figure 2.3: Extrapolation of (a) time-domain and (b) frequency-domain driving-pointcurrent of E-
shaped patch antenna. Estimating poles (sM ) from early-time data with MPM, low-frequency data
with VFM, and with the combined method yields accurate and nearly indistinguishable results.
Next, extrapolation accuracy is examined as a function ofT ′ andW ′, the amounts of
early-time and low-frequency directly-computed data. This approach provides a more com-
plete evaluation of each pole-estimation technique as opposed to extrapolating the response
at a single value ofT ′ andW ′ as in Fig. 2.3. In Fig. 2.4, the response is extrapolated at
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discrete values ofT ′ andW ′ for a selected range, and for eachT ′, W ′ pair the extrapolation
accuracyE is determined. For a given value ofT ′ andW ′, the extrapolation is said to be
accurate ifE < 10−2.
In Fig. 2.4(a)-(c), the value ofE obtained using each pole-estimation method to ex-
trapolate the response is plotted withT ′ along the horizontal axis andW ′ along the vertical
axis. The value ofT ′ ranges from0.75 ns to15 ns at0.75 ns intervals andW ′ ranges from
0.05 GHz to 1 GHz at0.05 GHz intervals. Each square in the graphs corresponds to ex-
trapolating the response using the amount of early-time andlow-frequency data specified
by the values ofT ′ andW ′ on the axes. The shading of each square represents the value
of E obtained for theT ′, W ′ pair. Lighter shading corresponds to small values ofE and
indicates good agreement between extrapolated and directly-computed responses, whereas
darker shading indicates poor agreement and thus an inaccurate extrapolation.
In Fig. 2.4(a), atime biasis seen when using early-time data to estimate poles. The
vertical black band representsT ′, W ′ pairs for which the extrapolated response does not
accurately represent the directly-computed response. It is seen that the response is not
accurately extrapolated withT ′ < 4.5 ns. Conversely, afrequency biasis seen in Fig.
2.4(b) where poles are estimated from low-frequency data. In this case, the horizontal black
band indicates the response is not accurately extrapolatedfor W ′ < 0.35 GHz. Fig. 2.4(c)
shows that the combined method averages out the time and frequency bias and reduces
the amount of directly-computed data required to accurately extrapolate the response. The
percentage ofT ′, W ′ pairs in Fig. 2.4 which yield an accurate extrapolation is41% when
estimating poles with early-time,34% when estimating poles with low-frequency data, and
56% when using the combined method. Thus, using the combined pole-estimation method
to extrapolate the response is preferred.
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Figure 2.4: Accuracy of extrapolation (E) for driving-point current of E-shaped patch antenna as
a function of the amount of directly-computed data,T ′ andW ′. Poles (sM ) estimated using (a)
early-time data with MPM, (b) low-frequency data with VFM, and (c) the combined method.
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Example 2: Fractal Antenna
Next, a Sierpinski gasket fractal antenna described in [23]is considered (Fig. 2.5, inset:
(a)). This multi-band antenna has resonances at0.39 GHz, 1.48 GHz, and3.35 GHz. The
driving-point current due to a DGP voltage source withfmax = 4 GHz is computed with a
frequency-domain CEM method at∆f = 8 MHz intervals up toW = 8 GHz. The time
response is obtained from the inverse DFT and evaluated at∆t = 5 ps intervals up to
T = 20.28 ns. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the combined pole-estimation method used to accurately
extrapolate the response withT ′ = 4 ns (p = 801) andW ′ = 1.8 GHz (q = 220). The
vertical dashed lines in Fig. 2.5 indicate the partition between directly-computed data to
the left and extrapolated data to the right. This structure is not as resonant as the other
examples, but the same extrapolation procedure is applied succe sfully.
The effectiveness of the GA-based parameter selection procedure was considered by
applying the optimization for 20 separate trials. An accurate extrapolation(E < 10−2) was
obtained for each trial. The average computation time requid to complete the optimiza-
tion was7.6 minutes using a3.0 GHz Intel CPU and4 GB of RAM running Windows XP.
The CPU time required to complete the optimization is significantly less than the total time
required to compute the response.
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Figure 2.5: Extrapolation of (a) time-domain and (b) frequency-domain driving-pointcurrent of
fractal antenna (inset: (a)). Poles (sM ) estimated using the combined method. Directly-computed
and extrapolated responses are nearly indistinguishable indicating an accurate extrapolation.
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Example 3: Cavity with an Aperture and Slot
The next structure considered is a metallic cavity with an aperture and slot (Fig. 2.6).
This structure is used as a test enclosure to evaluate radiated EMI levels ([37]). The re-
sponse considered is thêz − directed component of the electric field at a point centered
along thex̂ direction of the enclosure,5 cm outside of the front face, and1.6 cm above
the bottom. This position is affected by radiation from boththe slot and aperture. A DGP
voltage source withfmax = 2 GHz is applied in the coaxial feed line. The response is de-
termined with a time-domain CEM method at∆ = 38.2 ps intervals up toT = 763 ns.
The frequency response is obtained from the DFT of the time response and evaluated at
∆f = 10 MHz intervals up toW = 2 GHz.
Figure 2.6: Geometry of cavity with aperture and slot (dimensions in cm).
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In Fig. 2.7, the response is accurately extrapolated using the combined pole-estimation
method withT ′ = 30.1 ns (p = 789) andW ′ = 1 GHz (q = 101). Determining the com-
plete cavity response with CEM methods is very burdensome dueto strong resonances and
the small dimensions of the slot. Typically, structures of interest in EMI/EMC applications,
such as this cavity, are both highly resonant and require widband characterization. Thus,
significant time savings can be gained by extrapolating a response of interest.
Figure 2.7: Extrapolation of (a) time-domain (inset:25 ns-45 ns) and (b) frequency-domain electric
field response of cavity. Poles (M ) are estimated using the combined method. Directly-computed
and extrapolated responses are nearly indistinguishable indicating an accurate extrapolation.
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Example 4: E-Shaped Patch Antenna (with Modeling/Discretization Differences)
The driving-point current of the E-shaped patch antenna is again extrapolated; however,
for this case the directly-computed CEM data sets contain differences due to modeling and
discretization. The time-domain response is determined with the transmission-line matrix
(TLM) method [14] and a volume surrounding the structure is spatially discretized as cubic
cells. In the frequency-domain, the surface of the structure is discretized with triangular
patches and the response is computed using MoM to solve the electric field integral equa-
tion (EFIE) [23]. Thus, the spatial discretizations of the CEM models used to determine the
early-time and low-frequency data are fundamentally different. The frequency of the dom-
inant resonance is determined to be501 MHz by the time-domain model and496 MHz by
the frequency-domain model. In principle, differences between computed responses can
be reduced through judicious modeling and discretization of the structure. The driving-
point current is particularly challenging because the respon e is located at the feed point
and attention must be paid to the excitation models used. Reducing modeling differences
is generally easier if the response is located at point away from the structure/feed. Another
effective approach to reduce modeling differences is to usethe same discretization for both
CEM models. For instance in [2], the EFIE is solved in both the time and frequency domain
using an identical triangular surface patch discretization.
Insight into the effect of modeling differences is providedby the results in Fig. 2.8.
The response is extrapolated using both early-time (MPM) and low-frequency (VFM) pole-
estimation methods. For comparison, the DFT of the MoM frequency-domain data is plot-
ted with the TLM time-domain data. Similarly, the DFT of TLM time-domain data is
plotted with the MoM frequency-domain data. In Fig. 2.8, when poles are estimated from
early-time data (MPM), the corresponding extrapolation close agrees with the TLM time
data; conversely, when poles are estimated from low-frequency data (VFM), the extrapo-
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lation closely agrees the MoM frequency data. This is a form of time and frequency bias
which is unavoidably introduced when extrapolating the respon e from early-time and low-
frequency data which contain some differences; however, throbustness of the procedure
and the GA-based selection of parameters is demonstrated byFig. 2.8. Despite noticeable
differences between time and frequency data, the procedureremains numerically stable and
accurately represents the complete response from which thepoles are estimated.
Figure 2.8: Extrapolation of (a) time-domain and (b) frequency-domain driving-pointcurrent of
E-shaped patch antenna with early-time (MPM) and low-frequency (VFM)methods. Directly-
computed data contains differences due to modeling and discretization.
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2.6 Conclusions
An improved technique to extrapolate a wideband response ofa resonant structure using
early-time and low-frequency data is presented in this chapter. It is demonstrated that a re-
sponse may be extrapolated using poles estimated from either arly-time or low-frequency
data. A procedure is presented to determine polynomial coeffi ients and pole residues
together as the solution to a single matrix equation. The polestimation process is inde-
pendent from this process, which allows various pole-estimation techniques to be utilized.
Three pole estimation methods are presented and their performance studied as a function
of the amounts of CEM data used to extrapolate the response. Itis also shown that by
properly combining sets of poles determined from early-time and low-frequency data, the
amount of CEM data needed to accurately extrapolate a response ca be reduced. A GA-
based procedure is applied to select all necessary parameters and automate the decision
of when enough data has been computed. Numerical examples are presented to demon-




WIDEBAND EXTRAPOLATION OF SPATIAL RESPONSES OF RESONANT
STRUCTURES USING EARLY-TIME AND LOW-FREQUENCY DATA
Abstract
A new procedure is presented to reliably and efficiently extrapolate an electromagnetic
response defined in an arbitrary spatial region. In Chapters 1and 2, responses defined at a
single spatial point are simultaneously extrapolated in time and frequency from early-time
and low-frequency numerical data. An automated and computationally-efficient approach
to extrapolate a spatial response defined in an arbitrary region is described in this chapter.
The time and frequency behavior of the response is fitted by polynomials and pole terms,
while the spatial variation is accurately represented withsets of spatially-dependent poly-
nomial coefficients and pole residues. It is shown that a single set of poles, common to
each discrete spatial location, is sufficient to describe the resonant behavior of response
over the entire spatial region. Numerical examples are present d to illustrate the approach.
Additionally, a new procedure to reliably distinguish physical poles, which correspond to
structural resonances, from fitting poles, which can improve fit accuracy, is described and
demonstrated. The spatially-dependent residues of physical pole terms, referred to here as
modal residues, are shown to provide important insight intoa structure’s resonant behavior.
3.1 Introduction
In Chapters 1 and 2, responses defined at a single spatial location, such as the driving-
point current of an antenna, are simultaneously extrapolated in time and frequency by fit-
ting early-time and low-frequency numerical data [1, 5]. Early-time and low-frequency
data are mutually complementary and together can provide all the information needed to
characterize the complete response [2, 3, 4]. Determining awideband response of a res-
onant structure with computational electromagnetic methods (CEM) is often burdensome;
however, extrapolation can significantly reduce the computational expense, as the complete
response need not be determined exclusively in either domain [1, 5].
An efficient and reliable procedure is presented in this chapter to extrapolate a response
defined, not at a single location, but over an arbitrary spatial region, such as a contour,
surface, or volume. As with the procedure described in Chapter 2, the time and frequency
behavior of a spatial response is fitted here by sums of polynomials and pole terms. It is
shown that the spatial variation of a response can be accurately represented with sets of
spatially-dependent coefficients for the polynomials and spatially-dependent residues for
the pole terms. Additionally, it is demonstrated asingleset of poles, shared by each spatial
location, is sufficient to describe the resonant behavior ofresponse over thentirespatial
region.
To reliably apply the extrapolation procedure one must select s veral polynomial and
pole-estimation parameters. An automated genetic algorithm (GA)-based procedure is pre-
sented in Chapter 2 to select the parameters needed to extrapola e a point response. To
extrapolate a spatial response one could apply the procedure of Chapter 2 at each discrete
location in the spatial region of interest. This approach isighly inefficient, however, as a
separate GA optimization run is required for each discrete point, and there could be hun-
dreds or thousands of points in the spatial region. Alternatively, a spatial response may
be extrapolated with asingleGA optimization run using the computationally-efficient pro-
cedure presented in this chapter. All necessary parametersar selected by simultaneously
fitting the response, in early time and low frequency, at a small subset of the total number
of positions in the spatial region. Using the parameters select d, a single set of poles is
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determined with a multi-signal formulation of the matrix pencil method (MPM) [38]. Then
coefficients and residues are easily calculated for each spatial location by fitting the early-
time and low-frequency data at that location. The response is accurately extrapolated over
the entire spatial region despite selecting parameters based on data at only a few locations.
In addition to the computational savings, this procedure ispreferred because the spatial
response is represented with a single set of poles and polynomials, which would not be the
case if the procedure of Chapter 2 were applied at each discrete location [5].
A new procedure is also presented to reliably distinguish betwe nphysical poles, which
correspond to structural resonances, andfitting poles, which are not related to resonances
but can improve the fit of the response. Estimating poles fromnu erical data with tech-
niques such as MPM typically yields fitting poles along with physical poles. Distinguishing
between physical and fitting poles is generally difficult [39, 40, 41], but the procedure in
this work automates the process. Identifying physical poles is of great interest because they
provide valuable information about the resonances of a structu e or system. Additionally, it
is shown that the spatial residues of physical pole terms, referred to here asmodal residues,
correspond to natural modal behavior.
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3.2 Extrapolation of a Spatial Response
Let x(r, t) andX(r, f) denote the time- and frequency-domain representations, respec-
tively, of an EM response at a spatial positionr due to a wideband excitation source. The
response corresponds to an EM quantity defined in a spatial regionR which could be, for
instance, a contour, surface, or volume (Fig. 3.1). Although a function cannot be strictly
band-limited in both time and frequency, it is assumed the response is effectively time-
limited toT and frequency-limited toW , such thatx(r, t) ≈ 0 for t > T andX(r, f) ≈ 0
for f > W .
Figure 3.1: Illustration of (a) position vector and spatial region of interestR.
The early-time and low-frequency ranges ofx(r, t) andX(r, f) contain high-frequency
and late-time information, respectively, and can be processed to determine an accurate rep-
resentation of the complete response in time and frequency as a sum of weighted polyno-
mials and pole terms. Pole terms can efficiently represent resonant behavior whereas poly-
nomials provide compact support well-suited to characterize the remaining non-resonant
behavior [5]. This approach is similar to that of Chapter 2; however, the spatial variation
of the response is now also considered.
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The responsesx(r, t) andX(r, f) are represented bŷx(r, t) and X̂(r, f), which are
defined forr ∈ R to be



















In (3.1),φn (t/ℓ1) andΦn (f/ℓ2) denotenth− order polynomials which are scaled by fac-
tors ℓ1 andℓ2 (ℓ2 = 1/ (2πℓ1)) [28], related by the Fourier transform, and each weighted
by a spatially-dependent, real-valued coefficientan(r) (see Chapter 1, Appendix A). The
mth pole term is defined asgm (t) = exp(smt) in the time domain and asGm (f) =
1/ (j2πf − sm) in the frequency domain. Each pole term is weighted by a spatially-
dependent, complex residueRm(r). Themth complex pole issm = αm + j2πfm, where
αm andfm are the damping factor and resonant frequency, respectively. The set ofM
poles issM = [s0, s1, . . . , sM−1]
T, where[·]T denotes the transpose. Eachαm is negative
and pole terms occur in complex conjugate pairs to yield a real-valued time response.
In (3.1), the time and frequency behavior is represented byN polynomials andM pole
terms, whereas the spatial variation is described byan(r) andRm(r). In general,N andM
could be a function ofr, however, (3.1) is a more compact representation that uses aingle
set ofN polynomials andM pole terms.
To successfully extrapolate a response by representing it as (3.1), one must determine
an(r), Rm(r), and a set of polesM , such that̂x(r, t) and X̂(r, f) accurately represent
x(r, t) andX(r, f), respectively, for time and frequency points of interest. To do so, one
first uses CEM methods to determine numerical values ofx(r, t) andX(r, f) at discrete
spatial positions inR for each early-time and low-frequency point, respectively.
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Let ri denote theith discrete spatial position inR (Fig. 3.2). The total number of
positions inR is denoted byI, and the corresponding set of position vectors isI =
{r1, r2, . . . , ri, . . . , rI}.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of discretizedR and discrete spatial locationri.
The discrete time-domain response atri is denoted asxi and containsP time sam-
ples ofx (ri, t) at ∆t intervals. It can be partitioned into early-time and late-time data




ET containsp early-time samples ofx
i. Similarly, let Xi de-
note the discrete frequency-domain response atri which containsQ samples ofX (ri, f)







, whereXiLF containsq low-frequency samples ofX
i. The early-time
and low-frequency data vectors atri are written as
xiET = [x (ri, t1) , x (ri, t2) , . . . , x (ri, tp)]
T
XiLF = [X (ri, f1) , X (ri, f2) , . . . , X (ri, fq)]
T (3.2)
wheretk = (k − 1) ∆t andfk = (k − 1) ∆f . To apply the procedure,xiET andXiLF in
(3.2) for theI positions inR are first determined with CEM methods. The spatial response
is extrapolated by obtainingsM and then solving foraN(ri) andRM(ri) for eachri. In this
work, asM is determined from early-time data by applying a multi-signal formulation of
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MPM (see Section 3.3).
After determining the poles,aN(ri) andRM(ri) are found by fittingxiET andX
i
LF and
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In (3.3), the polynomial coefficient and pole residue vectors f ri are
aN(ri) = [a0 (ri) , a1 (ri) , . . . , aN−1 (ri)]
T
RM(ri) = [R0 (ri) , R1 (ri) , . . . , RM−1 (ri)]
T . (3.4)
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The matrices obtained by evaluating the polynomials and poles at early-time and low-










































































For practical cases(p + q) > (N + M) and (3.3) is an overdetermined system for
which a least-squares solution can be determined [16]. As a consequence of (3.1) the matri-
ces in (3.5) are not a function ofri and therefore need only be filled once when solving (3.3)
for each of theI spatial positions. The extrapolation is successful ifx̂(r, t) andX̂(r, f) in
(3.1) accurately represent the response, at eachri, in the directly-computed early-time and
low-frequency ranges, as well as in the extrapolated late-tim and high-frequency ranges.
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3.3 Reliable Selection of Parameters
A successful extrapolation depends on the choice of threepol -estimation parameters
and threepolynomial parametersneeded to determine the pole setsM , and coefficients
aN(ri) and residuesRM(ri) in (3.1), respectively. In this work all parameters are efficiently
and reliably selected by fitting the response, in early time and low frequency, at a small
number of locations inR. The procedure is automated with a GA.
A. Extrapolation Parameters
Three polynomial parameters must be selected: the time scaling f ctorℓ1, number of
termsN , and time centerτ [1, 2]. These are the same parameters which must be selected to
extrapolate a point response. The selection of the time scaling factorℓ1 defines the support
of the polynomials, which in this work are associate Hermite(AH) functions (see Chapter
1, Appendix A and [28]). The value ofN specifies the number of polynomials in (3.1),
whereas time centerτ denotes the time shift of the origin of the polynomials. To reliably
extrapolate the spatial response{N, ℓ1, τ} must be properly selected.
Parameters associated with the pole-estimation method must also be selected. While
MPM is numerically efficient and robust [9], its accuracy depends on the subset of early-
time samples processed. This subset can be specified by the beginning and ending time
samplesp1 andp2, and a decimation factord [1, 9] (see Chapter 1). The success of the
extrapolation depends on the proper selection of{p1, p2, d}, which allows one to determine
sM with MPM. Because MPM estimates poles from early-time data, atime-domain bias
is consequently introduced as discussed in Chapter 2 [5]. It should be noted that poles
could have been estimated from frequency-domain data instead using a technique such as
the vector fitting method [30].
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B. Parameter Selection
A response at a point in space can be reliably extrapolated byapplying the GA-based
procedure in Chapter 2. A spatial response inR may be thought of asI point responses
at positionsri for i = 1, 2, . . . , I. Each of theI point responses could be extrapolated by
applying a separate GA optimization run to select parameters and fit the response at eachri.
The computational expense of this approach, however, is prohibitive becauseI optimization
runs are required, which even for moderate-size regions canbe large. Additionally, by
selecting parameters at eachri, N andM of (3.1) are not necessarily constant overR. For
efficiency it is desired to represent the response with asingleset ofN polynomials andM
pole terms.
Instead of selecting parameters by fitting the response ateachri, a second approach
is to select parameters by fitting the response at asingleposition r′i selected fromI =
{r1, r2, . . . , rI}. The set of poles and polynomial parameters determined by fitting he
response atr′i may then be used in (3.3) to determineaN(ri) andRM(ri) for the otherI −1
positions. While this approach gives constant values forM andN , the parameters selected
by fitting at onlyr′i may not (and do not in practice) provide a good fit at all other spatial
positions, andsM may not contain accurate estimates of all the poles.
A more efficient and reliable procedure to extrapolate a spatial response than the two
described above is to select extrapolation parameters based on simultaneouslyfitting the
response at a small subset of theI positions inR. This subset of positions is denoted
by K = {r′1, r′2, . . . , r′K}, which containsK positions randomly selected fromI and one
hopes thatK ≪ I. With this approach one uses MPM to estimate a single set of poles
by simultaneously processing early-time data at theK positions inK. To determine the
coefficients and residues, the system of equations in (3.3),which fits the response at a
single position, is modified to fit the response atK positions (see Section 3.3,D). A GA is
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used to select parameters which yield an accurate representation of the response at each of
theK locations (see Section 3.3,C). After {p1, p2, d} and{N, ℓ1, τ} are selected, MPM is
used to determinesM , andaN(ri) andRM(ri) are found by solving (3.3) at eachri. The
computational expense of solving (3.3) is minimal after thepolynomial and pole parameters
have been selected.
Instead of selecting theK fitting locations in a geometrically-regular arrangement,i
this work the positions are randomly distributed inR. The exact locations of the positions
are not critical, but rather simultaneously fitting at multiple locations should provide the
diversity needed to accurately extrapolate the entire response. Selecting theK positions in
a random arrangement attempts to avoid fitting at positions crresponding to nulls of the
response at each resonance. Thus, the random arrangement incr ases the likelihood that an
accurate set of poles will be determined.
C. GA Minimization
Extrapolation agreement is a function of each parameter describ d in Section 3.3,A.
The optimal set of parameters minimize the difference betwen the directly-computed re-
sponse and extrapolated representation in (3.1). The extrapolation agreement atri, denoted
Ei, can be quantified with a normalized mean square difference,averaged in time and fre-
quency (Eq. 1.8). The goal is to select parameters which minimizeEi at eachri and thus
successfully extrapolate the spatial response by obtaining x̂(r, t) andX̂(r, f) in (3.1) that
accurately represent the responses for all time and frequency. ComputingEi, however,
requires the complete responses, which will not be known in practice. An approximation
of Ei, denotedÊi, requires onlyxiET andX
i
LF and can be minimized instead (Eq. 1.9).
The definition ofÊi utilizes the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to estimate agreem nt in the
unknown late-time and high-frequency regions [4].
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In Chapters 1 and 2 it shown a point response can be reliably extrapolated by using
parameters found with GA optimization to minimizêEi. For the procedure in this work,
extrapolation agreement must be considered atK spatial positions. Thus, parameters are









After using a GA to select parameters that minimizeÊK in (3.6), one solves the system of
equations in (3.3) for eachri to determineaN(ri) andRM(ri). In this way, the CEM data at
each discrete location is fit and a representation for the complete spatial response obtained.
D. Fitting with a Small Subset of Spatial Positions
Extrapolating a spatial response with the procedure described above requires that a sin-
gle set of poles be determined by simultaneously processingearly-time data atK spatial
locations. The standard MPM algorithm, however, determines th poles of a single signal
[9]. In this work a multi-signal variation of MPM, describedin [38], is utilized to process
data fromK positions and determine a single set of poles. In [38] the data processed cor-
responds to transient signals scattered by a structure and observed at different look angles.
It is assumed the same set of poles is present in each signal, but with the weighting of each
pole term variable based on the angle of observation. These assumptions are applied here
to a spatial response. The poles are intrinsic to the structure whereas the weighting of each
pole term has spatial dependence as in (3.1).
The system of equations in (3.3) fits the response at a single locationri but can be
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The matrices in (3.5) appear in (3.7) and are unchanged by theextension of (3.3) to fit
at K positions. It is preferable to select a smallK because the computational expense of
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solving (3.7) is proportional toK, as (3.8)-(3.11) each haveK columns. The system in
(3.7), combined with MPM applied to multiple data sets, allows one to select the necessary
parameters with a GA by fitting the response atK positions and minimizinĝEK in (3.6).
The selection of{p1, p2, d} allowssM to be determined with MPM, and{N, ℓ1, τ} are used
when solving (3.3) at eachri in R.
3.4 Determining Physical Poles
Poles estimated from numerical data using techniques such as MPM can be classified
asphysical poles, corresponding to structural resonances, andfitting poles, which are not
associated with resonances but can improve the fit of the response. It is desirable to identify
physical poles when representing a response as in (3.1), butdistinguishing them from fitting
poles is often difficult when the resonant frequencies are unknown.
A few procedures have been presented in the literature to distinguish between physical
and fitting poles. In [39], MPM and Prony’s method [42] are each pplied to estimate
the poles of a response. The poles coincident in the sets of poles determined by the two
techniques are taken to be the physical poles whereas non-coincident poles are assumed
to be the fitting poles. In [41], MPM is applied to estimate thepoles of a response by
processing subsets of time samples with each extending later in time. The sets of poles are
compared and those coincident in each set are assumed to be physical poles.
A new automated procedure is presented to distinguish between physical and fitting
poles is as follows. First, one uses MPM to estimate poles atK spatial locations randomly
distributed inR as described in Section 3.3. Three sets of poles are determined by fitting the
response at different sets ofK position vectors denotedK1, K2, andK3, respectively. The
resulting sets of poles are compared, and the poles coincident in all three sets are taken to
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be the physical poles, whereas non-coincident poles are thefitting poles. After identifying
the physical poles a response can be represented, as in (3.1), with each of theM pole
terms corresponding to a physical pole. To determine a repres ntation with polynomials
and physical poles only, fitting poles are removed fromsM , then coefficients and residues
are determined by solving (3.3) for eachri.
The procedure described is motivated by the fact that physical poles are intrinsic to the
structure, and therefore only a single set of poles is neededto represent a spatial response.
The locations of fitting poles, on the other hand, are not uniqe. When theK fitting loca-
tions are varied, the fitting poles are also found to vary whereas the physical poles do not.
This observation is used to distinguish between physical and fitting poles.
The spatial residues of physical poles, referred to here asmodal residues, can provide
insight into the resonant behavior of a structure, whereas the patial residues of fitting poles
do not. Modal residues are found to have spatial behavior similar to the natural modes
determined by the singularity expansion method (SEM) [43].The set of modal residues
can be viewed as a decomposition of a response into the characteristi spatial behavior
of each resonance. This perspective can be useful in applications where the effects of
certain resonances must be suppressed or enhanced, for exampl , by excitation selection or
changing physical dimensions.
Modal residues depend on the EM quantity of the response, as well as the spatial region
where the response is defined. Additionally, to determine a physical pole from response
data, the corresponding resonance must be excited by the excitation/feed arrangement. The
excitation bandwidth determines the highest resonant frequency which can be resolved.
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3.5 Numerical Results
Numerical examples are now presented to demonstrate the extrapolation procedure
described. Two wideband spatial responses are extrapolated from early-time and low-
frequency data.
Example 1: Dipole Antenna
The first spatial response considered is the axial current ofa hin-wire cylindrical dipole
antenna, aligned along thez axis, with lengthL = 0.5 m and radiusa = 2.5 cm. The spa-
tial regionR is specified byz ∈ [0, L], and it containsI = 99 discrete, equally-spaced
locations along the length of the dipole. The dipole is driven at its center with a differ-
entiated Gaussian pulse (DGP) voltage excitation, with effective frequency content up to
fmax = 3 GHz (see Chapter 1). The electric field integral equation is solved with MoM [23]
to determine the frequency-domain current at each of the99 locations. The response is sam-
pled at∆f = 3 MHz intervals up to3 GHz. The time-domain response, which is sampled
at ∆t = 8 ps up to35 ns, is obtained by taking the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of
the IE/MoM data. A time-domain CEM method could be used, but this approach removes
discretization or modeling differences, which is convenient for the present purpose.
The current is successfully extrapolated using15 ns of early-time data and1.5 GHz of
low-frequency data. A GA is used to select parameters that minimize ÊK by fitting the
response atK = 5 positions randomly selected from the total of99. The exact locations
of the5 fitting positions are found not to be critical to the success of the extrapolation, but
rather by simultaneously fitting atK locations, the diversity needed to select the necessary
parameters is provided.
The current determined with IE/MoM (Directly Computed) and two extrapolated rep-
resentations of the spatial responses (x̂(r, t) andX̂(r, f) in (3.1)) are compared for several
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values of time (Fig. 3.3) and frequency (Fig. 3.4). The closeagreement among the three
curves for the points shown is typical of all time and frequenci s of interest. The first ex-
trapolated response (Physical & Fitting Poles) is represent d as in (3.1) with polynomials
andbothphysical and fitting pole terms, while the second includes polynomials andonly
physical pole terms. Agreement among the three curves is excell nt, indicating polynomi-
als can provide the support for response behavior otherwiserepr sented by fitting poles.
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Figure 3.3: Axial current of center-fed dipole for several values of time. Directly-omputed re-
sponse, representation with polynomials, physical, and fitting pole terms, andrepresentation with
polynomials and physical pole terms only are nearly indistinguishable, indicating successful ex-
trapolation (K = 5).
Figure 3.4: Axial current of center-fed dipole for several values of frequency. Directly-computed
response, representation with polynomials, physical, and fitting pole terms, and representation with
polynomials and physical pole terms only are nearly indistinguishable, indicating successful ex-
trapolation (K = 5).
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Figure 3.5: Poles of the dipole determined by fitting the response atK = 5 spatial locations using
three different sets ofK position vectors denotedK1, K2, andK3. Physical poles are coincident
in the three sets of poles whereas fitting poles are not. SEM poles of the dipoleare shown for
comparison.
The poles(sm = αm + j2πfm) of the response for three successful extrapolations are
shown in Fig. 3.5. Parameters are selected by fitting the response at three different sets of5
randomly selected locations, denotedK1, K2, andK3. In Fig. 3.5 the five poles coincident
in the three pole sets are the physical poles, whereas the non-coincident poles are the fitting
poles.
The SEM poles of the dipole, which correspond to the complex natural resonances [43],
provide a reference. In Fig. 3.5 the physical poles determined by extrapolating IE/MoM
data are shown to closely agree with the SEM poles in [43]. Theaverage relative difference
for the resonant frequencies is0.23% and is1.15% for the damping factors. The disagree-
ment can be attributed in part to differences between the spatial discretization used in [43]
and that in this work.
The physical poles correspond to dipole resonances excitedby the excitation and feed-
ing arrangement. Higher-order resonances may be determined by increasingfmax. The
resonances occur when the electrical length of the dipole isapproximately equal to an odd
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multiple of a half-wavelength, i.e.,L ≈ [(2m − 1) λ] /2 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The five
physical poles are used with polynomials to represent the response (Physical Poles Only)
in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4.
The modal residues of the dipoleRm (z) determined by extrapolating the CEM data are
shown in Fig. 3.6. The natural resonant behavior is apparentas the lowest-order residue
(m = 1) resembles a half-wavelength sinusoid and high-order modal residues contain
[(2m − 1) λ] /2 wavelengths. The results in Fig. 3.6 can be interpreted as a decomposi-
tion of the current into modal functions, each associated with a structural resonance. Thus,
the dipole current can be thought of as a superposition of theset of physical pole terms
weighted by modal residues.
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Figure 3.6: The modal residuesRm (z) associated with the physical poles of a center-fed dipole:
(a) real part, (b) imaginary part. Residues are determined by extrapolating CEM early-time and
low-frequency data and representing the dipole current as in (3.1).
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The value of extrapolation agreementEi determined at each of theI = 99 positions
on the dipole is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. The value ofEi quantifies the agreement between
the directly-computed response and an extrapolated representation, whereEi < 10−2 is
desired [5]. The two dashed/red curves in Fig. 3.7 correspond t the two extrapolated
responses shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, which are determined with a single GA optimization
run to select parameters by fitting simultaneously at5 locations. Conversely, for the two
solid/black curves in Fig. 3.7, the response is extrapolated with the procedure of Chapter
2 with MPM [5] by applying a separate GA optimization run at each of the99 spatial
locations. This approach provides a lower bound on the valueof Ei. Fig. 3.7 shows only
small gains in extrapolation agreement can be obtained withK > 5, becauseK = 5 closely
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the extrapolation agreementEi for the axial current of a center-fed
dipole.
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Extrapolating the response using the approach in this work requi es asingleoptimiza-
tion run, whereas applying the procedure of Chapter 2 requires 99 optimization runs. Re-
ducing the number of optimizations required yields significant computational savings. To
illustrate the computational differences, the procedure of Chapter 2 was applied to extrap-
olate the response at each of the99 positions inR. Using the palmetto cluster at Clemson
University [44], the99 GA optimization runs needed to extrapolate the complete response
required a total of 900 min. of CPU time, with the average time required to extrapolate the
response at a single spatial location requiring 9.1 min. Extrapolating the spatial response
with the procedure in this work required only 15.1 min.
The results in Fig. 3.7 also compare agreement between representations with polyno-
mials andboth physical and fitting poles and representations with polynomials andonly
physical poles. The value ofEi for the representations with polynomials and both physical
and fitting poles is the lowest; however, the extrapolation agreement of the representation
with polynomials and only physical poles is stillEi < 10−2. Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 show that the
representation with polynomials and only physical poles isnearly indistinguishable from
the directly-computed response and therefore, the response of the dipole is still accurately
represented as polynomials and physical poles only. A repres ntation of a response with
only physical poles can be valuable in providing insight into the resonant behavior, but
for best accuracy one may chose to use fitting poles in any extrapolation even with full
knowledge of the physical poles.
To consider the effects of CEM modeling differences, the dipole response was deter-
mined in early time using a FDTD simulation and in low frequency using IE/MoM. The re-
sponse was successfully extrapolated, despite discretization differences, using FDTD data
up to15 ns and IE/MoM data up to1.5 GHz. The agreement between SEM poles and those
determined via extrapolation is very good with an average relativ difference of1.54% for
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resonant frequencies and1.51% for damping factors. The agreement is limited as expected
by discretization differences between the FDTD and IE/MoM models [1, 5].
Example 2: Patch Antenna
The second resonant structure considered is a4 cm× 6 cm rectangular patch antenna
(Fig. 3.8). A DGP voltage excitation withfmax = 7 GHz is applied at the base of a probe
feed connecting the ground plane and patch. The spatial response considered is the electric
field Ez in a 6 cm×8 cm region in thexy − plane between the patch and ground plane
defined byz = h/2, x ∈ [−3 cm, 3 cm], andy ∈ [−4 cm, 4 cm] (Fig. 3.8). The regionR is
discretized into cells with∆x = ∆y = 2 mm, resulting in 30 and 40 locations along thex
andy directions, respectively, for a total ofI = 1, 200.
Figure 3.8: Geometry of rectangular patch antenna (A = 4 cm,B = 6 cm,h = 0.5 cm,Xf = 1 cm,
Yf = 0.8 cm). The ground plane is8 cm× 12 cm and theEz response region is6 cm× 8 cm.
The patch antenna is modeled with commercial FDTD software [45] and the time-
domain response is determined at each of the1, 200 spatial positions. The electric field is
sampled at∆t = 54.2 ps intervals up to73.8 ns. The frequency-domain response, which
is sampled at∆f = 7 MHz intervals up to7 GHz, is determined as the DFT of the time
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response.
The spatial response of the patch antenna is successfully extrapolated using10 ns of
early-time data and2.5 GHz of low-frequency data. All parameters are selected witha
GA to minimize ÊK by fitting at 10 spatial locations randomly selected from the1, 200
positions inR. Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate the accuracy of the extrapolation. For several
points in time (3.9) and frequency (3.10), the directly-computed response is compared with
an extrapolated representation using polynomials and physical pole terms only as in (3.1).
The excellent agreement seen in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 is typicalof ll time and frequency
points of interest. The value ofI for this example is significantly higher than the dipole
response, and thus10 fitting locations are used instead of5. Selecting parameters by fitting
atK > 10 positions does not yield a more accurate extrapolation, andthusK ≪ I provides
the diversity needed. It was again found that the specific locati ns of the10 fitting locations
is not critical to the success of the extrapolation.
To illustrate the efficiency of the procedure in this work, the patch response was also
extrapolated by applying the procedure of Chapter 2 with MPM [5] at each of the1, 200
positions inR. The average CPU time required to extrapolate the response ateachlocation
was8.6 min, with a total of172 hours needed to extrapolate response at all of the1, 200
positions inR. Alternatively, extrapolating the spatial response with the procedure in this
work required only 17 min. The dramatic time savings is due tothe fact that despite the
large number of positions inR, the new procedure in this work still only requires a single
GA optimization to extrapolate the response.
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Figure 3.9: The ẑ − directed electric field response of the patch antenna for (a)t = 0.7 ns, (b)
t = 2.0 ns, (c)t = 12 ns, (d)t = 25 ns. The directly-computed response and a representation with
polynomials and physical poles only are nearly indistinguishable indicating a succe sful extrapola-
tion (K = 10).
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Figure 3.10: The ẑ − directed electric field response of the patch antenna for (a)f = 2.41 GHz, (b)
f = 3.14 GHz, (c)f = 3.99 GHz. The directly-computed response and a representation with poly-
nomials and physical poles only are nearly indistinguishable indicating a succe sful extrapolation
(K = 10).
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Two representations of the reflection coefficient relative to 50 Ω at the driving point of
the patch antenna are shown in Fig. 3.11. One representationis calculated directly from
the DFT of the driving-point current determined with an FDTDsimulation. The other rep-
resentation is determined by extrapolating the driving-point current with the procedure of
Chapter 2 (10 ns early-time data and2.5 GHz low-frequency data), and calculating the re-
flection coefficient from the frequency-domain representation of the extrapolated response.
The agreement between the two representations is seen to be excellent.
Figure 3.11: Reflection coefficient relative to50 Ω at the driving point of the patch antenna. Each
resonance is associated with the corresponding cavity mode.
For the frequency range shown in Fig. 3.11, the patch antennaradi tes effectively near
the five dips in the return loss. Each of these five resonances is associated with a mode of a
cavity formed by the patch and ground plane. The cavity modelis often used to understand
the radiation of a rectangular patch antenna [46]. The dominant modes of the patch antenna,
as predicted by the cavity model, are transverse magnetic toz with the resonant frequency

















whereA andB are the dimensions of the patch in thex andy directions, respectively.
Because of the simplifying assumptions of the cavity model, th resonant frequencies of
the patch antenna are not accurately predicted by (3.12); however, these frequencies can be
accurately determined using the extrapolation procedure in this work. Because the antenna
radiates effectively near these frequencies, their determination is valuable.
The sets of poles determined by extrapolating the response of the patch antenna by
selecting parameters based on fitting at three different sets of 10 randomly-distributed po-
sitions, denotedK1, K2, andK3, are illustrated in Fig. 3.12. Physical poles are coincident
in the three sets of poles, whereas the fitting poles are not. Each physical pole corresponds
to a resonance due to a cavity mode [46].
Figure 3.12: Poles of the patch antenna determined by fitting the response atK = 10 spatial
locations using three different sets ofK position vectors denotedK1, K2, andK3. Physical poles
are coincident in the three sets of poles whereas the fitting pole are not.
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Fig. 3.13 shows the modal residuesRm (x, y) which correspond to cavity modes TM01,
TM10, and TM11. The spatial variation of the modal residues is very similarto the frequency-
domain response at these resonant frequencies (compare with Fig. 3.10). The variation is
also similar to the spatial variation of the corresponding cavity mode, but the modal residue
is perturbed by the probe feed as expected. A response can be view d as a superposition
of physical pole terms weighted by modal residue functions.With plots like Fig. 3.13 the
fundamental spatial behavior of each resonance can be examined individually to gain in-
sight. While the rectangular patch is relatively well-understood, the procedure in this work
can also be used to study other antennas and/or complex systems with unknown resonant
behavior.
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Figure 3.13: Modal residuesRm (x, y) of physical poles of the patch antenna associated with TM01,
TM10, and TM11 cavity modes. Compare to (a), (b), and (c), respectively, of Fig. 3.10.Residues are
determined by extrapolating CEM early-time and low-frequency data and repres nting the electric
field response of the patch antenna as in (3.1).
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3.6 Conclusions
A reliable and computationally-efficient procedure to extrapolate a wideband EM re-
sponse defined in an arbitrary spatial region is presented inthis chapter. Previously, only
responses defined at a single spatial location have been considered. An automated pro-
cedure is presented which can be used to select the parameters n eded to extrapolate the
spatial response with a single GA optimization run. It is shown that the spatial variation of
the response can be represented with spatially-dependent poly omial coefficients and pole
residues, and that a single set of poles is sufficient to describe the resonant behavior of the
spatial response. A new automated procedure is also presented to distinguish the physical
poles of a response from the fitting poles. The physical polesof a dipole are shown to agree
well with SEM poles and the physical poles of a patch antenna are shown to correspond to
cavity modes. It is observed that the modal residues of physical poles can provide insight
into the spatial behavior of the response at structural resonances.
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CHAPTER 4
ON THE USE OF MODAL RESIDUES FOR ANTENNA ANALYSIS
Abstract
In the polynomial and pole term representation used to extrapolate a wideband spatial
response, the spatially-dependent coefficients of physical pole terms, referred to as modal
residues, are shown to provide valuable physical insight into the resonant behavior of a
structure. While applicable in general to many different types of resonant structures, the use
of modal residues to analyze arbitrarily-shaped patch antennas is described in this chapter.
In chapter 3, the modal residues of a rectangular patch antenna driven by probe feed were
seen to be perturbed by the location of the excitation. In this c apter, an excitation is used
that excites the resonances of the patch and allows the unpert rb d modal residues, which
exhibit natural and perhaps symmetric modal behavior, to bedet rmined. Unperturbed
modal residues can be used to identify the influential parameters for each resonance and
provide the information needed to locate a probe feed position which will excite desired
resonances. It is shown that if the probe feed is located in a null of an unperturbed modal
residue, the corresponding resonance will not be excited. Ad itionally, the spatial variation
of unperturbed modal residue is similar to the input resistance at the resonant frequency as
the position of the probe feed is moved. The unperturbed modal residues of several patch
antenna shapes are determined to demonstrate the value of the approach.
4.1 Introduction
The use of modal residues is proposed as a tool to aid in the analysis of antennas and
other resonant structures. Modal residues are spatial functions, determined by extrapolat-
ing a spatial response as described in Chapter 3, which are similar to the natural modes of
the singularity expansion method (SEM) and provide valuable physical insight into reso-
nant behavior of the structure. While analysis with modal residues is applicable to many
different types of resonant structures, the analysis of patch ntennas is considered here to
illustrate the procedure.
A response is extrapolated by fitting early-time and low-frequ ncy data determined with
computational electromagnetic (CEM) methods to determine an accurate representation of
the response as a weighted sum of polynomials and pole terms [1, 5]. Some of the poles
terms in the representation, referred to as physical poles,ar associated with the natural
resonances of the structure. Each physical pole term is weighted by amodal residuewhich
describes the spatial variation of the response at the associ ted resonant frequency. The set
of modal residues can be viewed as a decomposition of the response into the characteristic
spatial behavior of each resonance. This allows one to identify and study the resonant
behavior of an arbitrarily-shaped structure, which provides physical insight that may not be
readily apparent from the response in either the time or frequency domain.
By providing physical insight into complex radiation phenomenon, it is hoped that
modal residues can help address the need for efficient numerical tools for the systematic
and intuitive design of antennas and other resonant structures. The typical design process
begins by using CEM methods to numerically model an antenna and determine its radia-
tion properties. Often many iterations are required to obtain a satisfactory design, which
may be difficult if the computational expense of the CEM simulations is great. Once a
satisfactory design is found, a physical prototype is builtand its performance is measured.
Generally, while CEM simulations have proven to be highly accurate, the numerical data
alone does not directly provide physical insight into the radiation phenomenon taking place.
Optimization techniques such as the genetic algorithm (GA)[34] or particle swarm opti-
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mization (PSO) [47] are often used to automate the design process and search for a set of
parameters, such as the shape and dimensions of an antenna, which meet defined perfor-
mance goals. While this approach has proven to be effective, no physical insight is directly
gained into the operation of the antenna. Thus, the standarddesign process is not as con-
ducive as possible to developing new designs or for providing a basic understanding of why
a particular antenna geometry radiates effectively.
Despite the need for numerical tools to provide physical insight into an antenna and
aid in the design process, relatively few techniques have been presented in the literature.
One such technique is the Theory of Characteristic Modes which has been used to provide
insight into the radiating phenomenon of arbitrarily-shaped wire and patch antennas by
expanding the surface current of a conducting body into real-valued modes [48, 49]. An
impedance matrix is determined for each frequency of interes and the modes are found by
solving an eigenvalue equation. The eigenvalue associatedwi h each mode (or eigenvector)
provides information about the resonant frequency and chara teristics of the mode. The
insight provided by the modes has been used to select the size/shape of antennas and select
an appropriate feeding point [50, 51].
The use of modal residues to analyze resonant structures is dmonstrated with several
patch antenna shapes: rectangle, ellipse, bowtie, triangle, and E-shaped. In Chapter 3,
the spatial variation of the modal residues determined for arectangular patch antenna are
perturbed by the location of the probe feed. In this chapter,an excitation is used to generate
a response without a probe feed, and the resultingunperturbed modal residuesare seen to
exhibit the appropriate symmetry.
For the analysis of patch antennas, the unperturbed modal residues of the electric field
between the patch and ground plane is shown to have several valu ble properties. One can
quickly determine the influential parameters of each resonance, which is helpful in design
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and analysis. It is shown that if the probe feed is positionedi a null of an unperturbed
modal residue the corresponding resonance will not be excited, and the antenna will not
radiate effectively near this resonant frequency. Thus, the nulls in the modal residues pro-
vide an easy way to determine the set of resonances that will be excited for a give probe
feed location. Additionally, the variation of the input resistance at a resonant frequency as
the position of the probe feed is moved is similar to the spatial variation of the unperturbed
modal residue associated with that resonance. This provides valuable information as to
where to search for a probe feed location that is matched to the characteristic impedance of
the feed line. The procedure presented in this chapter is very general and can be applied to
simple structures with well-understood resonant behavior, as well as more complex struc-
tures or systems with unknown resonant behavior.
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4.2 Determining the Modal Residues of a Response
Modal residues are determined by extrapolating a spatial response with the procedure
described in Chapter 3, which is briefly summarized here. Letx(r, t) andX(r, f) denote
the time- and frequency-domain representations of a response at a spatial positionr. The
response represents an EM quantity of interest defined in a spatial regionR. To extrapolate
the responsex(r, t) andX(r, f) are represented bŷx(r, t) andX̂(r, f) as






















In (4.1), N andM are constants,φn (t/ℓ1) andΦn (f/ℓ2) arenth − order polynomials,
and the pole terms are defined asgm (t) = exp(smt) andGm (f) = 1/ (j2πf − sm). The
mth complex pole issm = αm + j2πfm wherefm is the resonant frequency andαm is the
damping factor. CEM methods are used to determine early-timeand low-frequency values
of x(r, t) andX(r, f) at discrete locations inR, and the data are processed to determine
the representation in (4.1). The set of polessM is obtained with a multi-signal variation
of the matrix pencil method [38], and for each spatial location the polynomial coefficients
an(r) and pole residuesRm(r) are determined by solving a system of equations that fits
CEM data (equation 3.3).
The set of polesM contains both physical poles, which correspond to structural reso-
nances, and fitting poles, which are not related to resonances but can improve the fit of the
response in (4.1). The physical poles of the response can be distinguished from the fitting
poles with the procedure presented in Chapter 3. Ifsm is a physical pole, then it corre-
sponds to a structural resonance with a complex frequency ofαm + j2πfm. The spatial
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variation associated with this resonance is described byRm(r), which is referred to here as
a modal residue. Each modal residue is defined inR and is not a function of time or fre-
quency, which is evident in (4.1) asRm(r) appears in both the time- and frequency-domain
representation of the response. The set of modal residues provides a description of the spa-
tial variation of the response at structural resonances. Modal residues are defined for any
response that can be represented as in (4.1), so the procedure is very general; however, one
must be aware that the modal residues depend on the characteristi s of the response from
which they are determined.
For modal residues to provide physical insight and aid in analysis, one must choose a
response which is appropriate for the structure of interestand carefully select the excitation
and feeding arrangement. The EM quantity and the location and dimensions ofR define
the modal residues, and a response must be selected which represents the resonant behavior
of the structure at a location where knowledge of this behavior will prove useful. The
choice of response should be made based on the geometry of thestructure and the nature
of its resonances, while also keeping in mind the goal of the analysis. The electric field
or surface current in a region of interest are examples of possible choices. A response is
described in Section 4.4 which is useful for the analysis of patch antennas.
The choice of excitation also influences the modal residues.If a resonance is not driven
by the excitation its effects will not be in the response, andthe pole and modal residue
corresponding to that resonance cannot be determined by extrapolating the response. It is
important to understand the reasons why resonances are not driven by certain excitations.
First, the bandwidth of the excitation sourcefmax limits the highest resonant frequency
that can be determined by extrapolating a response, as resonances withfm > fmax will
not be excited. Therefore, modal residues are always a bandlimited set of the resonances
of the structure. Every resonance within the excitation bandwidth may not be excited by
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a given excitation source or feeding arrangement. The selection of a general excitation
which drives all the resonances of interest is a key component of using modal residues to
analyze resonant structures, and in Section 4.4 an excitation is described which can be used
to effectively analyze patch antennas.
Because modal residues depend on the response from which theyare determined, the
procedure presented here is fundamentally different from atypical modal technique. For
example, characteristic modes and natural modes determined with SEM are independent of
excitation and represent the surface current of a conducting object [50, 51, 52, 43]. There-
fore, the selection of a response and excitation is not requid; however, the procedure in
this work offers the generality needed to consider a wide range of responses and structures.
For instance, any CEM method can be used to generate the necessary data, whereas for
the formulations presented in the literature both characteistic modes and SEM require one
to determine the impedance matrix of the structure. The applicabi ity of the procedure in
this work is not limited by the characteristics or complexity of the structure modeled. Ad-
ditionally, the representation of (4.1) can accurately approximate many different types of
responses, including the effects of excitation, because itincludes both pole terms and poly-
nomials. Accurately representing the effects of excitation and early-time behavior with
other modal techniques can prove to be problematic [53].
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4.3 Applications of Modal Residues for the Analysis of Resonant Structures
The modal residues and physical poles of a response can provide valuable physical
insight into the resonances of a structure. The set of modal residues can be viewed as a
decomposition of a response into modal functions which illustrate spatial variation at each
resonant frequency. The modal residues and physical poles are found to be similar to the
natural modes and poles determined with SEM [43, 52]. The process to determine modal
residues differs significantly from the procedures typically used with SEM; however, due
to the similarity, modal residues can potentially provide th same value as natural modes.
Determining the modal residues of a response can be useful inapplications where it
is desired to enhance or suppress the effects of one or more resonances. In many EM ap-
plications, resonant behavior is an essential component ofthe radiation characteristics of
structure, and thus insight into resonances is important for design and analysis. For exam-
ple, designing an antenna that radiates efficiently in several frequency bands is a common
objective, and in most cases multi-band behavior is attributa le to the excitation of multi-
ple structural resonances. With knowledge of the nature andinfluential parameters of each
resonance, a designer is in a better position to interpret observed behavior and successfully
modify the dimensions or feed point of a structure to best utilize the resonances to meet
design goals. In EMI/EMC applications, the resonances of cavities, slots, and wires can
produce strong EM coupling and field penetration into enclosure . It is critical to identify
the resonances which, if properly excited, can lead to strong EM fields in sensitive areas,
such as near digital circuits. Determining the salient features of a complex system often
proves to be challenging; however, the modal residues of a carefully selected response
may provide a valuable tool for this process. Insight into the c aracteristics and impor-
tant parameters of each resonance may also help to determineways to mitigate undesirable
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behavior.
The insight provided by modal residues can also supplement th use of automated op-
timization techniques, such as the GA. In many EM applications, the GA has been applied
to search for a set of parameters, such as the dimensions of anante na, location of feed
point, etc., to meet design criteria; however, decisions mut be made when applying a GA
which directly affect whether or not a good design will be found. Analyzing modal residues
can potentially provide the insight needed to help guide thesel ction of which parameters
should be optimized and the range of their values. Additionally, one can study modal
residues to help build the intuition needed to recognize if crtain geometries are capable of
supporting the radiation properties required to meet a design goal. Even if a satisfactory
design is found through optimization techniques, one is notdirectly provided with an ex-
planation of the EM phenomenon responsible for the observedbehavior. Modal residues
can be used in a post-design analysis to better understand the behavior of an antenna or
structure which in turn could uncover ways to improve upon a design, inspire new ideas, or
to prevent unintended degraded performance caused by modifications to the structure.
4.4 Using Modal Residues to Analyze Patch Antennas
While applicable to a wide range of resonant structures, the use of modal residues for
the analysis of patch antennas is considered here. The basicgeometry of interest is an
arbitrarily-shaped patch separated from a rectangular ground plane by a heighth, which is
much smaller than the dimensions of the patch. The antenna isdriven by a probe feed, or
via, that connects the ground plane and patch. The region between the patch and ground
plane could be a dielectric material with relative permittivity ǫr, however,ǫr = 1 for the
examples considered here.
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A response must be selected such that the modal residues provide insight into the reso-
nances of the antenna, and to aid in this selection a general notion of the characteristics of
the resonances is helpful. As discussed in Chapter 3, the resonances of a rectangular patch
antenna (Fig. 4.1) can be associated with the modes of a cavity formed by the patch and
ground plane [46]. Becauseh is small relative to the dimensions of the patch the modes of
the antenna in Fig. 4.1 are TMz, and the dominant field components between the patch and
ground plane areEz and the transverse magnetic fieldsHx andHy. Based on the nature of
the resonances and because the probe feed is aligned in thez direction, a useful response
to consider isEz between the ground plane and patch (Fig. 4.1). The fields are mostly
invariant in thez direction, and a two-dimensional region in thexy − plane atz = h/2 is
sufficient to describe the resonant behavior. This regionR extends past the perimeter of
the patch in order to include the effects of fringing fields.
Figure 4.1: Geometry of a4 cm× 6 cm rectangular patch antenna. The8 cm× 12 cm ground plane
is separated from the patch byh = 0.3 cm. The regionR is 6 cm× 8 cm and centered on the patch
in thexy − plane atz = h/2. The probe feed is located at (x, y), where the center of the patch is
(0, 0).
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The surface current evaluated at resonant frequencies is often presented in the litera-
ture to explain the behavior of a patch antenna. While the modal residues of the surface
current could be determined, the modal residues ofEz are shown here to have several char-
acteristics which are useful for analyzing patch antennas.First, Ez is a scalar quantity
whereas surface current is a vector, and thus the analysis and interpretation ofEz is some-
what more straightforward. Also, the modal residues ofEz provide information relevant
for positioning the probe feed to excite certain resonances. While Ez is a useful response
for analyzing patch antennas, a different response may needto be considered for structures
with fundamentally different resonant behavior.
The choice of excitation is important for the analysis of a patch antenna with modal
residues. In Chapter 3, a rectangular patch antenna is drivenby applying a voltage excita-
tion at the base of a probe feed connecting the ground plane and patch. The spatial variation
of the modal residues ofEz are consistent with that of TMz cavity modes, but the symmetry
is perturbed by the location of the probe feed (Fig. 3.13). Togain the most physical insight,
it is desirable to determineunperturbed modal residueswhich exhibit the natural symmetry
of the modes and are not perturbed by the specific location of the excitation. Additionally,
it is important to identifyall the resonances within the excitation bandwidth; however, a
given probe feed location may only excite a subset of the resonances. An alternative excita-
tion is considered here which addresses these limitations of the probe feed. This excitation
is used for analysis only, and ultimately a probe location must be found which meets the
design goals.
The excitation source must be implemented into the numerical model of the structure,
and thus the CEM method dictates the source types that can be considered. In this chapter,
patch antennas are modeled with the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method using
a commercial EM solver [45]. A current source excitation avail ble in this software is used
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to drive the antenna without a probe feed by generating surface current on the conducting
patch. The time-domain waveform of the excitation is a wideband differentiated Gaussian
pulse (DGP). This current source is realized by specifying the values of magnetic fields
in the FDTD mesh along a loop perpendicular to the patch. The values and appropriate
locations of the magnetic fields are selected to satisfy the relationshipI =
∮
H · dl. To
excite all the modes of the patch antenna two magnetic field loops are specified: one in the
xz−plane which inducesy−directed current, and a second in theyz−plane which induces
x − directed current. Each loop extends in thez direction a single FDTD cell above and
below the patch. This excitation strongly excites all the TMz modes of the patch antenna
within the excitation bandwidth, and it is found that the location of the source does not
perturb the spatial distributions of the modal residues determined. Therefore, this source
exhibits all the characteristics needed for the present objective. Because the location of the
source does not perturb the modal residues, the exact position and length of the magnetic
field loops on the patch are not critical for the purposes of this analysis; however, symmetry
lines should be avoided so that each resonance is excited. Inthe examples of Section 4.5,
the two magnetic field loops are generally centered near the edg s of each patch with the
length equal to half the dimension of the edge. It is important o reiterate that the source
used in this work is not unique, and a different excitation could be used instead to meet the
same goals and determine a complete set of unperturbed modalresidues.
The spatial variation of the unperturbed modal residues illu trate the natural, symmetric
characteristics of each resonance, which allows one to identify the important features and
dimensions of the antenna that influence each structural resonance. If one wishes to change
a resonant frequency, for example, then the modal residue associ ted with that resonance
can be used to identify the dimension(s) which must be adjusted, while the remaining modal
residues indicate if additional resonances will be affected by the change. In this way, the
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“trial-and-error” approach sometimes employed can be reduc , which can decrease the
number of iterations required to reach a particular goal.
Important insight into how to position the probe feed to excite a set of resonances can
also be obtained from the modal residues ofEz between the patch and ground plane. If
the probe feed is at a position which corresponds to a null of an unperturbed modal residue
then the corresponding resonance will not be excited, and the antenna with not radiate
effectively at this resonance. This allows one to easily identify the areas where the probe
feed must be located to excite each of the modes of a given patch shape. Additionally, the
variation of the modal residues provides valuable information which can be used to search
for a probe position that is matched to the characteristic impedance of the feed line.
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4.5 Numerical Examples
Example 1: Rectangular Patch Antenna
The first example considered is the rectangular patch antenna illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
The region of interestR is in thexy − plane and defined byz = h/2, x ∈ [−3 cm, 3 cm],
andy ∈ [−4 cm, 4 cm]. A uniform grid with ∆x = ∆y = 2 mm is used to discretizeR,
which results in a total of1200 spatial locations. The time-domain response is determined
for each location inR with FDTD [45], and the frequency-domain response is the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of the FDTD data. A frequency-domain CEM method could be
used; however, the approach taken here is convenient for thepres nt purpose. To generate
the desired response inR, two current sources are applied on the surface of the patch,s
described in Section 4.4. The waveform used with the excitation is a DGP withfmax =
7 GHz.
The dominant components of the EM fields inR areEz, Hx, andHy. Each of these
field components are individually extrapolated by applyingthe procedure of Chapter 3 with
5 ns of early-time data and3 GHz of low-frequency data. The necessary extrapolation pa-
rameters are selected by fitting atK = 10 locations inR. The unperturbed modal residues
of Ez are illustrated in Fig. 4.2. It is observed that the real and imaginary parts of the
residues have the same variation, so only the real part of each is shown here. Additionally,
the residues are normalized by setting the maximum value to uni y. The appropriate natural
symmetry of the TMz cavity modes is clearly observed in the spatial variation ofthe unper-
turbed modal residues. The symmetry lines and locations of nulls for each modal residue
of Ez are illustrated in Fig. 4.3. As seen in Chapter 3 a probe feed perturbs the symmetry
of the modal residues ofEz; however, the impressed excitation source used here imposes
no hard boundary conditions on the quantity sought and generates a response which can
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be extrapolated to determine the unperturbed resonant behavior. Another advantage is that
this excitation excites each resonance in the band of excitation, whereas a given probe feed
location may not. The spatial variation of each modal residue conveys the influential di-
mension(s) of each resonance. For example, increasing the pa ch length iny would directly
affect the resonance at2.22 GHz (TM01), but not the resonance at3.15 GHz (TM10). In-
creasing the patch length inx, on the other hand, would directly affect the (TM10) mode,
but not the (TM01) mode.
Figure 4.2: Unperturbed modal residues of the rectangular patch antenna determinedby extrapolat-
ingEz. The residues are associated with cavity modes (a) TM01, (b) TM10, (c) TM11, (d) TM02, and
(e) TM12, and clearly show the symmetric modal behavior of the electric field between thepa ch
and ground plane (compare to the perturbed modal residues in Fig. 3.13).
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Figure 4.3: The locations of the nulls and symmetry lines for the unperturbed modal residues ofEz
for the rectangular patch antenna (Fig. 4.2). If the probe feed of the antenna is located in a null of
the a modal residue then the corresponding resonance will not be excited.
The magnetic field componentsHx andHy in R are separately extrapolated by applying
the same excitation used forEz. The unperturbed modal residues ofHx andHy associated
with TM01, TM10, TM11, and TM02 are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The spatial variation of
the unperturbed modal residues exhibit the symmetry of the the magnetic fields between
the patch and ground plane at the structural resonances of the rectangular patch. These
modal residues correspond to the same resonances as the modal resi ues ofEz in Fig. 4.2
(a)-(d). A comparison between Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.4 demonstrates that modal residues are
dependent on the EM quantity from which they are determined.The physical poles, on
the other hand, are intrinsic to the structure and should be the same regardless of the EM
quantity extrapolated. The poles determined by separatelyextrapolatingEz, Hx, andHy
are illustrated in Fig. 4.5. As expected the physical poles ar seen to be the same for each
response, whereas the fitting poles are not.
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Figure 4.4: Unperturbed modal residues of the patch antenna determined by separately extrapolating
Hx andHy. The residues are associated with cavity modes (a) TM01, (b) TM10, (c) TM11, and (d)
TM02, and clearly show the symmetric modal behavior of the magnetic fields between the patch and
ground plane.
Figure 4.5: The sets of poles determined by separately extrapolatingEz, Hx, andHy. The physical
poles are coincident in the three sets of poles whereas the fitting poles are not.
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Some valuable properties of the unperturbed modal residuesof Ez are now discussed.
As previously mentioned, a given location of a probe feed maynot excite all the resonances
of the antenna. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.6 which shows the reflection coefficient at the
driving point (relative to50Ω) versus frequency for three probe feed locations. Around
resonant frequencies the reflection coefficient decreases,indicating the antenna is radiating
more effectively; however, a different number of resonances are observed for each probe
location. From a design perspective it is important to understand which resonances will be
excited by a given probe location, and the unperturbed modalresidues ofEz in Fig. 4.2
can provide this information. It is observed that if a probe fe d is located in a null of an
unperturbed modal residue, then the corresponding resonance is ot excited. Consider the
probe location at the center of the patch (0, 0). Using Fig. 4.3 as a reference, the only mode
without a null at the center is TM02, which has a resonant frequency of4.47 GHz. In Fig.
4.6, the reflection coefficient for the probe at (0, 0) is seen to have a single resonance near
4.47 GHz. The reflection coefficient for the other two probe positins can be interpreted in
a similar manner. The probe at (0, 0.8 cm) is on they − axis and drives TM01 and TM02,
whereas the probe at (0.8 cm, 0) is on thex − axis and drives TM10, TM02, and TM12. The
reflection coefficient for these probe positions show two andthree resonances, respectively.
Thus, the modal residues provide valuable insight for selecting a probe location.
The effect of the probe location on the modal residue associated with TM02 is illustrated
in Fig. 4.7. The modal residues for three locations of the probe feed are considered, and
the perturbation caused by the probe feed is apparent for each location. None of the probe
positions are in a null of the unperturbed modal residue for TM02, and thus each position
excites the mode; however, the natural symmetry of the mode is s en to be perturbed.
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Figure 4.6: The reflection coefficient at the driving-point of a rectangular patch antenna for three
locations of the probe feed (see Fig. 4.1). The resonances which are excit d by a given probe
location can be determined from the nulls of the unperturbed modal residuesof Ez in Fig. 4.2.
Figure 4.7: Modal residues ofEz associated with TM02 of the rectangular patch antenna for three
probe-driven models. The perturbation caused by the location of the probe feed is apparent and
affects the symmetry of the modal residue.
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In addition to exciting a given resonance, a probe position should be matched to the
characteristic impedance of the feed line. The input impedance of a probe-driven patch an-
tenna is a function of the position of the probe, and locatinga satisfactory position is often
difficult. It is found here that as the position of the probe ismoved, the input resistance
at a resonant frequency is similar to the spatial variation of the unperturbed modal residue
of Ez corresponding to that resonance. The input resistanceRin at three resonant frequen-
cies2.22 GHz (TM01), 3.16 GHz (TM10), and4.47 GHz (TM02) is plotted in Fig. 4.8 as
a function of the probe position. The variation ofRin is similar to the spatial variation of
the unperturbed modal residues ofEz in Fig. 4.2(a), (b), and (d). As the probe position
approaches a null of the modal residueRin at the corresponding resonant frequency ap-
proaches zero, which agrees with the observation that a resonance will not be excited by
a probe location in a null of a modal residue. Thus, the information gained by determin-
ing the modal residues can be useful when searching for a probe p sition. For example, a
probe position matched to TM01 can be found by first choosing a value ofy that achieves
a desiredRin, such as50Ω, then becauseRin is relatively constant alongx, thex value of
the probe location can be selected such that the imaginary part of the input impedance is as
close to zero as possible.
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Figure 4.8: Input resistance,Rin, of rectangular antenna with probe feed positions for (a)y values
along thex−axis and for (a)x values withy = 0.8 cm. The variation ofRin is similar to the spatial
variation of the corresponding unperturbed modal residues ofEz for TM01, TM10, and TM02 in Fig.
4.2.
Example 2: Non-Rectangular Patch Antennas (Ellipse, Bowtie,and Triangle)
The unperturbed modal residues and poles of three non-rectangular patch antennas are
determined. The shapes considered are an ellipse (Fig. 4.9), a bowtie (Fig. 4.10), and a
triangle (Fig. 4.11). Each patch is separated from a6 cm× 6 cm ground plane byh =
0.6 cm, andEz in a 5 cm× 5 cm region between the patch and ground plane atz = h/2
is extrapolated. The regionR is discretized with∆x = ∆y = 1 mm, which results in
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2, 500 spatial locations. Each antenna is modeled with FDTD and a current excitation is
used to generate a response inR without a probe feed, as described in Section 4.4. The
excitation waveform is a DGP withfmax = 10 GHz, andEz is extrapolated to determine the
unperturbed modal residues. The response is sampled in the time domain at∆t = 1.92 ns
intervals until the time response is effectively zero, and the frequency-domain response,
which is sampled at∆f = 10 MHz intervals up to10 GHz, is determined as the DFT of
the time response. The response of each antenna is accurately extrapolated with4 ns of
early-time data and4 GHz of low-frequency data. The necessary extrapolation parameters
are selected by fitting atK = 10 locations inR, as described in Chapter 3.
The unperturbed modal residues for each patch shape are shown to provide physical
insight into natural resonant behavior. The spatial variation of each residue is similar to a
TMz cavity mode of a rectangular patch antenna that is perturbedby the non-rectangular
shape. The input resistanceRin at resonant frequencies for each antenna is plotted versus
the position of the probe feed. It is seen that the spatial variation of the modal residue
associated with each resonant frequency has similar variation s that observed forRin.
Thus, the unperturbed modal residues can provide valuable information to aid in the search
for a well-matched probe location. By determining the poles and modal residues of several
non-rectangular patch shapes, the generality of the procedure in this work is illustrated.
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Figure 4.9: Geometry of a ellipse patch antenna (h = 0.6 cm).
Figure 4.10: Geometry of a bowtie patch antenna (h = 0.6 cm).
Figure 4.11: Geometry of a triangle patch antenna (h = 0.6 cm).
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Figure 4.12: Unperturbed modal residues ofEz for the ellipse patch antenna in Fig. 4.9 which
illustrate the modal behavior associated with (a) TM01, (b) TM10, (c) TM02, and (d) TM11.
Figure 4.13: Input resistance,Rin, of the ellipse patch antenna with probe feed positions for (a)y
values along thex−axis and for (a)x values withy = 1.0 cm. The variation ofRin is similar to the
spatial variation of the modal residues ofEz in Fig. 4.12. The probe positions in (a) are in a null of
TM10 and TM11 (Fig. 4.12(b) and (d)), and thus these resonances are not excited.
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Figure 4.14: Unperturbed modal residues ofEz for the bowtie patch antenna in Fig. 4.10. The
residues illustrate the symmetric modal behavior associated with (a) TM01, (b) TM10, (c) TM11,
and (d) TM21.
Figure 4.15: Input resistance,Rin, of the bowtie patch antenna for probe feed positions alongx
with y = 1.5 cm. The variation ofRin is similar to the spatial variation of the corresponding modal
residues for TM10, TM11, and TM21 (Fig. 4.14(b), (c), and (d)).
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Figure 4.16: Unperturbed modal residues ofEz for the triangle patch antenna in Fig. 4.11.
Residues illustrate the symmetric modal behavior associated with (a) TM01, (b) TM10, (c) TM02,
and (d)TM03.
Figure 4.17: Input resistance,Rin, of the triangle patch antenna with probe feed positions fory
values along thex−axis. The variation ofRin is similar to the spatial variation of the corresponding
modal residues for TM01, TM02, and TM03 (Fig. 4.16(b), (c), and (d)).
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Example 3: E-Shaped Patch Antenna
The final antenna considered is the E-shaped patch describedin [26] and illustrated
in Fig. 4.18. The unperturbed modal residues are determinedby extrapolatingEz in a
9 cm× 7 cm region (∆x = ∆y = 1 mm) between the E-shaped patch and ground plane at
z = h/2 (Fig. 4.18). Three of the four modal residues (Fig. 4.19 (a),(c), and (d)) are similar
to the TM01, TM10, and TM11 cavity modes of a rectangular patch antenna, respectively,
whereas one resonance is due to the presence of the slots (Fig. 4.19(b)). Thus, the slots
create a structural resonance which is not associated with aTMz cavity mode. This example
illustrates the generality of the approach because despitethe fact that the resonance due to
the slots is not a cavity mode, modal residues for each resonance re determined with the
same procedure to extrapolate the response. Therefore, theproc dure is not, in general,
limited by the shape of the structure or the characteristicsof it resonances.
The unperturbed modal residues provide physical insight into the operation of the an-
tenna. The probe location specified in [26] excites the TM01 mode and the resonance due
to the slots, and achieves dual-band operation at1.9 GHz and2.4 GHz. By determining the
unperturbed modal residues of the structure, one can identify the resonances responsible for
the observed performance and any others that are supported by the structure, which could
potentially lead to a new design. For example, the E-shaped patch has TM10 and TM11
resonances as well, but the probe location in Fig. 4.18 does nt excite these resonances, as
it is in a null of the corresponding modal residues. While these additional resonances can
be used in a multi-band design, a probe location must be foundwhich is well matched at
each resonant frequency.
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Figure 4.18: Geometry of the probe-driven E-shaped patch antenna (h = 1.4 cm).
Figure 4.19: The unperturbed modal residues of the E-shaped patch antenna. The residues illus-
trate the behavior associated with cavity modes with (a) TM01, (c) TM10, and (d) TM11, and (b)
a resonance due to the slots. The probe feed location in Fig. 4.18 drives the TM01 mode and the
resonance due to the slots.
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4.6 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work
The use of modal residues for the analysis of resonant structure is presented in this chap-
ter. Modal residues can provide valuable physical insight into resonant behavior, which can
be very valuable in designing or understanding the EM characte istics of a structure. While
applicable to many different types of resonant structures,s veral patch antennas are ana-
lyzed to demonstrate the approach. An excitation is used without a probe feed to determine
the unperturbed modal residues, which illustrate the natural symmetry of the modes of a
patch antenna. Unperturbed modal residues can be used to iden ify important parameters
or dimensions, and also provide a straight-forward means todetermine a probe position to
excite a set of resonance(s). If the probe feed is located in the ull of a modal residue, the
corresponding resonance will not be excited. Additionally, the spatial variation of unper-
turbed modal residues is compared to the input resistance atresonant frequencies as the
position of the probe feed is moved. The numerical examples pr ented demonstrate the
generality of the procedure.
Several extensions to this work are apparent. First, the procedures described could be
applied to design new multi-band patch antennas or to betterunderstand and improve upon
existing designs. The insight gained from the unperturbed mo al residues of a structure
could be utilized in conjunction with optimization techniques to devise “smarter” and more
efficient ways to reach design goals. While it is shown that there is a connection between
the spatial variation of unperturbed modal residues and theinput resistance of a probe-
driven model, a valuable contribution would be to determinehow the modal residues could
be used to accurately predict the value ofRin for any probe location on the patch. Addi-
tionally, the reactance of the input impedance must be minimal to achieve a good match,
and so it would be beneficial to determine a procedure using modal residues to accurately
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determine both the resistance and reactance of the input impedance at resonance frequen-
cies.
It would also be interesting to further explore the connection between the unperturbed
modal residues and the natural modes determined with a traditional SEM analysis. The
procedure in this work is essentially a data-fitting approach nd thus is dependent on the
excitation applied, whereas the natural modes in SEM are detrmined as an undriven so-
lution. While the two approaches are fundamentally different, the modes and poles deter-
mined are very similar. A further study comparing and contrasting the two approaches in
terms of computational efficiency, applicability to various structures, numerical stability,
etc., could provide valuable insight.
While patch antennas are used in this chapter to illustrate the procedure, other types of
resonant structures could be analyzed with modal residues as well. To apply the procedure
to a different type of structure one must determine an appropriate response and excitation.
One relevant and potentially useful application is to use modal residues to analyze the
structures of interest in EMI/EMC applications. The resonances of cavities, slots, and
wires can produce strong EM fields, which can cause the disrupt on of sensitive digital
circuits. Due to the complex interactions of the features ofa system, it is often difficult to
determine the influential parameters which drive the unwanted resonant behavior; however,
an analysis with modal residues could potentially provide valuable physical insight to aid
in this process. A complex system could be better understoodusing modal residues as a
part of a systematic analysis procedure to identify the dominant resonances of system and
determine their salient features.
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